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Abstract

Online social platforms provide a single interface for simultaneously managing relationships
from many parts of our lives. Placing these relationships into a single context enables
us to manage more connections than ever before, but the challenges associated with
addressing multiple, overlapping groups within a single context can be overwhelming.
When it becomes to di�cult to show our ‘best face’ to each of these groups, we may end
up sharing too little, or perhaps, far too much.

Many of these platforms provide mechanisms for selective sharing, or sharing information
with subsets of our audience. Despite widespread awareness of these mechanisms and
concerns about privacy and identity management, however, many individuals sharing online
still fail to use them. This dissertation seeks to expand our understanding of when and how
these mechanisms for selective sharing are adopted. Characterizing selective sharing as a
set of goal-oriented possibilities for action, I study sharing behavior in three very di↵erent
social platforms – Tumblr, Google+, and Flickr – in order to unravel how individual goals
and strategies for action interact to shape selective sharing practices.

In the first study, I show how members’ goals for platform participation relate to their
adoption of selective sharing practices on Tumblr. Using exploratory factor analysis, I
identify six motivations for Tumblr use and develop models illustrating their relationship
to the adoption of various strategies for selective sharing, including the creation of multiple
blogs. For example, I find that individuals for whom blogging is motivated by a desire to
support others are more likely to create multiple blogs while making their identity visible
across blogs. These findings highlight how di↵erent motivations for platform use can lead
members to leverage available mechanisms to accomplish di↵erent goals. In the next
study, I shift focus to individuals motivated to engage in selective sharing, in order to
identify the factors which guide their sharing decisions. Through a study of early adopters
of Google+, I explore how individuals utilize ‘Circles’ to engage in audience management
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and selective disclosure of information. These findings extend the literature on boundary
regulation processes by identifying specific considerations which guide individuals to limit
or extend access to shared content.

The final study illustrates how these observations can help us in modeling individual
sharing decisions. Studying the use of permissions settings on Flickr, we develop a model
capturing member characteristics and content features to predict permissions for individual
photos with 73% accuracy, better than individuals guessing the settings applied to their
own recently-uploaded photos. This model illustrates how the access-limiting and access-
extending considerations involved in boundary regulation processes can be quantified and
applied to the design of systems which provide support for sharing decisions. Taken
together, the findings from this dissertation point to a future where sharing systems are
neither too simple to be useful or too complex to be used, but rather meet the user
halfway to encourage safer and more e↵ective online social participation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To think, for instance, that I have never been aware before how many faces there are.
There are quantities of human beings, but there are many more faces, for each person has
several. There are people who wear the same face for years; naturally it wears out, it gets
dirty, it splits at the folds, it stretches, like gloves one has worn on a journey. These are
thrifty, simple people; they do not change their face, then never even have it cleaned. It is
good enough, they say, and who can prove to them the contrary? The question of course
arises, since they have several faces, what do they do with the others?

—Rainier Maria Rilke, The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge

Online social platforms are attracting new members, quite literally, by the billions. The

size and diversity of the audiences available to us in these new spaces for interaction is

unprecedented, presenting both new opportunities and new challenges. What motivates

individuals to participate in these settings? What kinds of information do they share with

others and what motivates them to share it? How do they keep track of the various

audiences within these spaces? To what extent do they present themselves di↵erently

with these di↵erent groups? What motivates individuals to share content more or less

widely? The goal of this dissertation is to answer these questions, and to illustrate how

the answers can help us design systems which help users meet some of the important

challenges associated with online social interaction.
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The need to belong socially is one of the most fundamental drivers of human behavior.

Over 70 years ago, Maslow positioned the need for social acceptance and belonging above

almost all others (aside from physical safety and biological imperatives) [111]. A half-

century later, Baumeister’s review of empirical findings in psychology reiterates that the

need for belonging a↵ects a number of emotional and cognitive processes [12]. Baumeister

went as far as to call the need for social belonging a “powerful, fundamental, and extremely

pervasive motivation” (p.497).

It’s no wonder, then, that individuals have flocked to online social platforms. The percent-

age of American adults using social networking sites, such as Facebook, has risen from 7%

to 65% over the last decade (2005–2015) [127]. Individuals participate on these platforms

for many reasons, but a desire for social connection or support is frequently cited as a rea-

son for joining or participating in social networking (e.g. [24, 70, 84, 87, 124, 130, 132]),

blogging (e.g. [69, 94, 103, 123]), or micro-blogging (e.g. [67, 169]) platforms.

Dunbar’s study of primate brain development and social group size estimate that humans

have the cognitive ability to maintain roughly 150 social connections [40]. Online platforms

thus endow us with literally ‘superhuman’ social abilities; compared with non-members,

members of social networking sites maintain more connections [58] and keep up with

more of those connections on a weekly basis [155]. These platforms provide a single

interface for managing many relationships, allowing us to scale up our ability to conduct

valuable social grooming and relationship management activities (e.g. [38, 70, 84, 152]).

Actively maintaining more connections through online tools translates into increased social

support [58], life satisfaction [133], and social capital [144].

Placing our social connections into a single context for interaction thus provides many po-

tential benefits, but this same feature of online social platforms also introduces significant

challenges with respect to how we present ourselves to others. When we interact with

people individually, or in small groups, we fine-tune aspects of how we present ourselves

on the basis of feedback from our audience [53] and our mental model of their knowledge
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and beliefs [30]. When we have to present ourselves to multiple audiences simultane-

ously, however, it can become challenging or complex to customize our presentations to

match these overlapping expectations [46]. Online social platforms frequently collapse

together individuals from di↵erent life ‘facets’ [45] or ‘modes’ [121], leading to a phe-

nomenon often referred to as context collisions [20] or context collapse [109, 110, 161].

Many empirical studies have documented the negative consequences associated with mis-

takes in managing self-presentation across these collapsed contexts, including tension

about anticipated mistakes (e.g. [16, 45, 138]) or regret over mistakes already made

(e.g. [78, 104, 126, 140, 145, 163]).

Many social platforms have designed technical mechanisms to help support members in

managing self-presentation strategies across these overlapping audiences. Social network-

ing sites such as Facebook and Google+, for instance, provide access control mechanisms

allowing individuals to engage in selective sharing, or targeting shared content at partic-

ular audiences [77, 160]. Numerous studies, however, have shown that concerns about

privacy or unwanted sharing frequently do not translate into a motivation to use these

controls [1, 3, 19, 28, 55, 155]. Even for members who are motivated to share selectively,

frustration with an inability to target the ‘right’ audience might instead lead them to just

avoid sharing altogether [138, 140].

The goal of this dissertation is to expand our understanding of when and how mem-

bers of these platforms make use of available mechanisms to engage in selective sharing.

The research starts by examining the use of sharing controls from two complementary

perspectives. The first perspective examines member-level di↵erences in selective

sharing practices. Specifically, Chapter 3 addresses the question: Why do some plat-

form members adopt selective sharing practices, while others do not?. Through surveys

and interviews, this chapter identifies six motivations for participating on Tumblr and

illustrates how these motivations relate to the adoption of various practices for selective

self-presentation. These findings highlight how di↵erent motivations for use can lead plat-

form members to leverage available mechanisms to accomplish di↵erent goals. The second
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perspective examines content-level factors which influence individual sharing deci-

sions. Specifically, Chapter 4 addresses the question: How do platform members decide

what to share, and with whom?. Through a mixed-method study combining log analysis,

surveys, and interviews, we explore the use of Circles for selective sharing in the Google+

field trial, to identify sharing considerations which influence the scope of sharing, including

motivations for sharing and strategies for audience selection. These findings extend the

literature on boundary regulation processes by identifying specific considerations which

guide individuals to limit or extend access to shared content.

Chapter 5 integrates these two perspectives, illustrating how member-level and content-

level factors interact to shape sharing decisions. Through a study of Flickr combining

log analysis with surveys of active members, we model the role of each of these sets

of factors in shaping choices of permissions settings (public, private, or selective) for

individual photos uploaded to the service. We identify 25 features capturing members’

uses for the site, illustrating how these features can help us to identify the 50% of users

who will share with highly predictable patterns. We further explore how computer-assessed

features describing image content and aesthetics can help us model the motivations for

limiting and extending access to content which guide boundary regulation decisions.

An overarching goal of this dissertation is to illustrate how understanding selective sharing

practices can help us design systems which better adapt to the specific needs of di↵erent

members. In Chapter 5, we integrate these findings into a single model, which can

predict permissions for individual photos with 73% accuracy, better than Flickr members

performed when recalling the settings that they had used for their own recently-uploaded

photos. We illustrate how these models can provide degrees of support which match the

use cases of di↵erent groups of members. Predicting patterns of sharing behavior from

other aspects of site activity, for instance, could power a system that ‘checks in’ with

individuals who are sharing in a manner that di↵ers from these predictions; in this way,

individuals could confirm they are sharing as intended. For certain subsets of members

and photos, we can provide particularly high-quality recommendations for sharing settings
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(> 94% accuracy), providing opportunities to encourage certain members to share in ways

which deviate from their usual patterns in situations where it may benefit them to do so.

1.1 Selective Sharing as a ‘Functional A↵ordance’

This dissertation is hardly the first academic work to explore either the challenges associ-

ated with selective self-presentation or the design of systems which might help members of

online social platforms manage selective sharing strategies. In this discussion of selective

sharing, however, I adopt a di↵erent approach, analyzing selective sharing through the

lens of functional a↵ordances, a perspective I explain in detail below.

Gibson di↵erentiates the a↵ordances of an environment from its properties, saying “The

a↵ordances of the environment are what it o↵ers the animal, what it provides or furnishes,

either for good or ill.” [50]. While an environment may have numerous properties, an

a↵ordance-based perspective focuses our attention on the subset of properties which are

relevant to one trying to utilize that environment. Adapting this concept to the area of

human-computer interaction, Norman encourages us to focus our view even further – to

capture the set of possible interactions which are readily perceived by the actor [117], which

we might refer to as perceived a↵ordances. An approach based on perceived a↵ordances is

useful in designing technical mechanisms because it reminds us to ask whether individuals

are aware of possible opportunities for action and whether they are able to enact them.

Adopting this view, we might look to a lack of ability or awareness in order to explain why

many individuals fail to make use of technical mechanisms for selective sharing. However,

several empirical studies from prior work suggest that this is not the case:

• These individuals are aware: As described, several studies have shown that

privacy concerns do not correlate with the use of privacy controls; despite awareness

of the risks of non-use, many platform members fail to use available controls to

manage self-presentation (e.g. [1, 19, 28, 55, 155]).
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• These individuals are capable: Prior studies of Facebook use found that the

majority of members had, in fact, created custom lists, but primarily for reasons

other than privacy [68]. Participants who had reported di�culties with privacy

controls on Facebook were actually more likely to say they were too simple, rather

than too complex to meet their needs [41].

Clearly, a perspective rooted in these traditional notions of a↵ordances does not help us

see the full picture. Markus and Silver have proposed the concept of functional a↵or-

dances, defining them as the “possibilities for goal-oriented action a↵orded to specific

user groups” [106]. Just as Norman focused our view earlier on the set of possible inter-

actions which are perceived, this definition further focuses us on the possible interactions

which match an individual’s goals. Using this lens can help us to focus our attention in

two ways on situations where the mechanisms which support selective sharing practices

remain unused or under-utilized.

By directing us to consider specifically goal-oriented actions, this perspective highlights

how an individual’s particular set of motivations for platform use may limit the set of ac-

tions that we might consider or recommend. Our exploration of participation motivations

in Chapter 3 captures how di↵erences in these goals may influence the set of possible

actions that Tumblr members will take with respect to selective sharing. This insight also

helps drive the predictive power of the model developed in Chapter 5 for individual photo-

sharing decisions. Specifically, we observe that certain patterns of participation behavior

on Flickr can identify individuals with predictable patterns of sharing activity; for these

individuals, we observe that it becomes easier to predict how they may intend to share.

For a group of platform members with a particular set of motivations or attitudes towards

platform use, we can then narrow our focus on the set of possibilities for action that they

employ in managing selective self-presentation processes. Chapter 3 identifies patterns of

selective self-presentation activities attached to users with di↵erent motivations. Chapter

4 identifies a population of individuals motivated to engage in selective sharing and explores

in detail how they manage it. Again, the model in Chapter 5 incorporates both user-level
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and content-level features, allowing us to jointly model both underlying motivations and

considerations for boundary management attached to specific pieces of content.

1.2 Overview of this Research

This detailed investigation of selective sharing practices is conducted through three em-

pirical studies, found in Chapters 3–5

• Motivations and adoption of selective sharing practices. What motivates

individuals to participate in an online social platform? How do these various moti-

vations correspond to di↵erent patterns of adoption of selective sharing practices?

Chapter 3 explores these questions in the context of Tumblr. Through a two-stage

study, incorporating surveys and interviews, this work develops a set of six com-

mon motivations for participation on Tumblr (connecting with a shared-identity

community, supporting others, having a place for particular content, revisiting and

reminiscing, cultivating an aesthetic collection, and seeking attention) and survey

scales for measuring these motivations.

This chapter develops models illustrating the relationships between these motiva-

tions and adoption of several selective sharing practices, including the creation of

secondary blogs, visibility of o↵-Tumblr markers of identity, and visibility of identity

markers across blogs. This study quantifies the relationship between member moti-

vations and the goal-oriented actions in which they engage with respect to selective

self-presentation, a key component in the goals of this dissertation. We observe,

for example, that individuals motivated to support others are more likely to craft

separate spaces for self-presentation by creating multiple blogs, but also more likely

to make their identity visible across these spaces.

• Considerations informing access control decisions. If we could study individu-

als who were both aware of available mechanisms for selective sharing andmotivated
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to use them, what could we learn from how they used them? Chapter 4 explores an-

swers to this question by studying the sharing behavior of early adopters of Google+,

a system designed specifically around supporting selective sharing behavior. Using

a mixed-methods approach, combining log analysis, surveys, and interviews, this

study explores three sets of considerations informing sharing decisions for individual

pieces of content. The first set of considerations concerns how individuals separate

their audiences into overlapping groups using Circles. The second explores these

individuals motivations for sharing specific pieces of content. The third includes

the factors considered choosing an audience for a piece of content that they have

decided to share. Specifically, this work identifies three motivations for limiting

access – privacy, relevance, and social norms – that individuals balance against mo-

tivations to extending access more widely. This study illustrates how each of these

dimensions influences decisions about how individual pieces of content are shared.

• Modeling the interaction of member-level and content-level features in

shaping sharing decisions. How do member-level di↵erences in sharing prac-

tices and content-specific features interact to shape sharing decisions? How can we

model this interaction to provide sharing support which is adaptive to the motiva-

tions of specific platform members? The research in Chapter 5 develops a model

for predicting individual sharing decisions for photos uploaded to Flickr. The study

identifies 25 metrics capturing member-level site activity, carefully drawn from prior

qualitative studies of photo- and content-sharing, and illustrate how these can e↵ec-

tively capture member-level di↵erences in dispositions towards sharing. This work

also identifies specific content features that influence individual to limit or expand

access. A specific contribution is the illustration of how photo aesthetics influences

sharing decisions; high photo quality can provide motivations to extend access.

These insights are combined into a model, which achieves 73% accuracy in predict-

ing photo-sharing decisions, better than survey respondents achieved in recalling the

permissions settings chosen for their own recently-uploaded photos. This model also
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illustrates how the access-limiting and access-extending considerations involved in

boundary regulation processes (including aesthetics) can be quantified and applied

to the design of systems which provide support for these processes. We discuss

how the models developed can be applied to the design of systems to support shar-

ing decisions, from simple check-ins about sharing patterns to high-quality sharing

recommendations for individual photos.

1.3 Outline

This section concludes Chapter 1 of this dissertation. Chapter 2 presents a brief review of

literature which informs this work as a whole, covering theoretical and empirical research

relevant to selective sharing (the subsequent chapters present additional related work in

situ). Chapters 3-5 present the empirical studies discussed above, exploring how the

motivations of platform members impact the adoption of selective sharing practices, how

selective sharing decisions play out in context, and possibilities for designing applications

which can model and support these decisions. Chapter 6 synthesizes and discusses findings

from these studies, identifying connections and possible di↵erences among the three very

di↵erent systems studied and other popular social platforms. The final chapter summarizes

the major contributions of the dissertation and identifies areas for future research to

understand and design systems for selective sharing.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter aims to provide a brief overview of prior theoretical and empirical work which

informs and provides context for the studies presented in this thesis. I start by reviewing

literature related to self-disclosure and self-presentation needs and strategies related to

social participation. I then present some work illustrating how these existing needs and

strategies can be challenged when engaging in online social platforms. Finally, I discuss

some empirical findings about ways in which individuals do or do not confront these

challenges to engage in safe and productive online social interaction. At the end of each

of these sections, I highlight how the work in this dissertation draws on and extends our

knowledge within each area.

2.1 Social Interaction and Self-Presentation

Social participation necessarily requires a certain degree of self-disclosure [122]. At a bare

minimum, we must make our presence known, but meaningful interaction requires that we

make certain information about ourselves (e.g. our thoughts, opinions, activities, physical

identity) available to others. These disclosures can draw people closer to us, thus inviting
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a larger degree of disclosure; Altman and Taylor’s Social Penetration Theory proposes

that deeper relationships develop through gradual increases in the depth (intimacy level)

and breadth (information quantity) of personal information disclosed [7]. One mecha-

nism by which personal disclosures can facilitate relationship development is by helping

to reduce uncertainty about an interaction partner’s thoughts or actions [13]. The corre-

spondence between relationship strength and frequency or intimacy of communication has

been documented in both o✏ine and online scenarios through several empirical studies

(e.g. [25, 52, 107, 166]).

Thus, the amount and types of information we disclose is highly dependent on the specific

audience for our disclosures. Go↵man presented this process of selective self-presentation

using the metaphor of theater: social interaction presents a stage where we perform a

version of our identity for a particular audience [53]. By controlling these performances

through strategic disclosures of information, we aim to control how we are perceived by

others [90]. As we become closer to our conversation partners, learning more about their

underlying knowledge and beliefs, we can further tailor for them both the information that

we share and how we express it [30].

2.1.1 Self-presentation as a boundary regulation process

Each performance is designed to craft a particular image of ourselves for our audience,

which “accentuates certain matters and conceals others” [53, p.44]. Arkin has separated

conceptually these aspects of selective disclosure into two primary styles: acquisitive and

protective [9]. Acquisitive self-presentation strategies are motivated by a desire to acquire

approval from others; this is the part of self-presentation where we ‘accentuate certain

matters’, emphasizing aspects of ourselves that we think will attract others. Protective

self-presentation strategies are motivated by a desire to avoid disapproval; this is the

part of self-presentation where we ‘conceal other’ aspects of ourselves by exhibiting more

neutral behavior or conforming opinions.
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In any given social interaction, another way to frame this process is by considering what

subset of possible information we make available to our audience. In this sense, we can view

strategic self-presentation as drawing a boundary through the space of possible disclosures,

with decisions about where to draw this boundary stemming from our self-presentation

goals, our relationships to interaction partners, and situational context. By considering

these factors together, we strive to achieve what Altman has called the “optimal degree

of access to the self to the others at any moment in time.” [6, p.11].

Petronio’s theory of Communication Privacy Management o↵ers one model for how indi-

viduals manage these boundaries [128]. This model proposes that individuals develop rules

for what to disclose to whom, coordinate boundaries by implementing these rules, and

dynamically maintain and modify these boundaries in response to boundary turbulence,

or challenges to existing rules or practices for managing disclosure. In this way, Petronio

frames boundary regulation as a process that is both dialectical (negotiated between indi-

viduals and interaction partners) and dynamic (requiring maintenance and re-evaluation).

Palen and Dourish have illustrated three important ways in which online environments

can disrupt traditional strategies for boundary regulation [122]. First, the replicability

of digital information means that disclosures of one’s personal information can happen

without one’s active participation. As an example, others may take content that you have

shared in one context and re-share it in a di↵erent context, producing unintended identity

performances. Second, the fact that these environments are technically mediated makes

it di�cult to know when representations of ourselves will be made available to others.

We may post content to a platform, for instance, but algorithmic filtering may make it

di�cult to know who has seen it. Finally, the persistence of digital information means

that future re-interpretations of information that we disclose may fail to remain within

our control.
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2.1.2 This work

This work makes contributions to the literature on boundary regulation, particularly in

Chapters 4 and 5. In particular, the work presented in Chapter 4 identifies specific mo-

tivations for limiting access to content, which might be interpreted as protective self-

presentation strategies, and illustrates how these are balanced against a motivation for

attention and approval. We identify one identified motivation, relevance, which appears

to be orthogonal from privacy concerns; this consideration for boundary regulation in-

stead focuses on modeling others’ interests and what might interest them, something

that potential readers might appreciate [?]

In Chapter 5, we look at specific pieces of content (photographs) and illustrate how

di↵erences in content features change how individuals draw boundaries defining who has

access to each piece of content. As an example, this work is the first to show a direct

relationship between the aesthetic quality of photos and the permissions settings that

platform members apply. This work extends the literature on boundary regulation by

providing concrete, large-scale evidence of aspects of these theories. In contrast with

prior work, which has modeled boundary regulation in terms of high-level practices, such

as keeping a ‘friends-only’ profile [147], this work illustrates how boundary management

plays out for sharing decisions about individual pieces of content.

2.2 Di�culties in Self-Presentation Online

Over the course of a typical day, we interact with many groups of people, who often

play vastly di↵erent roles in our lives. These people belong to what has been referred

to as di↵erent ‘facets’ [45] or ‘modes’ [121] within our lives. These groups represent

di↵erent audiences, for whom we fluidly adapt our identity performances, taking into

consideration di↵erences in closeness, norms, and organizational expectations. In her

development of work/family border theory, Clark likens these di↵erent social domains to
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separate countries, where individuals must be mindful of di↵erences in language, culture,

and acceptable behavior as they cross borders [31].

2.2.1 What’s di↵erent about online audiences?

Popular social platforms such as Facebook increasingly take these various groups and

place them in a single context for interaction. Increasingly, our Facebook networks serve

as a common setting for interacting simultaneously with school friends, coworkers, family,

and other groups [58]. The digitally-mediated nature of these interaction spaces means

that even groups which would have been di�cult to combine can now co-occur. Skeels

and Grudin illustrated how online social platforms can now create audiences which cross

organizational boundaries [138]. Lampinen et al. illustrated how these audiences can col-

lapse together groups otherwise separated not only by space (di↵erent physical locations)

but also by time (e.g. from di↵erent stages of an individual’s life) [89].

Online audiences are challenging for self-presentation not only because of their complexity,

but also because of their obscurity. In face-to-face conversations, we usually have rich cues

about who is in our audience (except, of course, in cases such as eavesdropping). In online

conversations, we are often required to generate a mental model of whom our audience

might be, what has been referred to as our imagined audience [20, 23, 99, 101, 109].

In large part, the actual audience for our self-disclosures may di↵er greatly in size and com-

position from the audience that we imagine because many audience members for online

content go ‘unseen’ when receiving information that we have disclosed. Members of online

social communities may lurk, reading content without posting, for many reasons [129].

Prior studies of Facebook, however, have illustrated that social surveillance is a motiva-

tion for many members [70, 84]. Individuals thus may frequently scroll through social

status streams to read content without providing any publicly visible cues [8, 33]. Al-

brechtslund has gone as far as to characterize social networks as ‘anchored’ in surveillance

practices [5].
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As a result, our mental models may focus on some parts of our audience and discount

others. Bernstein et al. asked members of Facebook to estimate the number of people

viewing their posts and then compared these estimates against the actual audience; re-

spondents consistently underestimated, providing a guess just 27% of the actual audience

size [14]. These changes in perception may evolve as a consequence of continued site

use. Strater and Lipford found that Facebook members’ perceptions of their audiences

appeared to shrink over time, focusing increasingly on closer ties [146]. This may bias

users of social platforms, such as social networking sites and blogs, towards the expressed

belief that their audiences are composed of close friends, rather than strangers or casual

acquaintances [85, 157].

2.2.2 Collapsing contexts and tensions around sharing

Many popular social networks encourage users to participate using a single identity, some-

times linked to the users real name. Facebook identifies itself as a community where

people use their authentic identities, meaning those which match government or other of-

ficial identification [10]. LinkedIn requires the use of true names, because doing otherwise

undermines the professional nature of [the] site and services [29].

When we are forced to interact with multiple audiences from a single stage, it can be

di�cult to simultaneously craft the various self-presentations required to convey our de-

sired impression to each group [46]. These constraints can hinder the ability of platform

members to self-disclose, and thus interact [108]. This phenomenon has previously been

referred to as context collisions [20, 36] or context collapse [109, 110, 161].

As our online social network grows in size and diversity, it increases the potential oppor-

tunities (and expectations) for interaction, and thus, self-disclosure. Vitak illustrated how

the number of intended disclosures on Facebook increases as one’s network grows [159].

Concerns about possible sharing mistakes, however, also grow as one’s network increases

in size [16] and diversity [16, 45]. Information intended for one audience can be co-opted
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by a di↵erent audience, producing undesirable impressions of identity [110]. This phe-

nomenon is evident in other types of social platform use, as well, including location-based

sharing [56, 126] or dating [17] applications.

Navigating these tensions is of vital importance when sharing information which may

be considered sensitive. A common source of worry is when social platform use spans

personal and professional boundaries [45, 138]. Worries about unintentionally revealing

aspects of one’s identity to the ‘wrong’ audience can be particularly salient for those in

marginalized groups, such as people who identify as LGBTQ [39]. For these sensitive

populations, understanding how to craft access controls that will be understood and used

is of considerable importance.

2.2.3 This work

This work makes specific contributions to the literature on managing overlapping audiences

when sharing online. In Chapter 4, we similarly examine the use of ‘Circles’ in Google+

for sharing across their overlapping audiences. Using Circles as a cognitive aid for building

mental models of their online audiences, we observed Google+ members creating Circles in

ways which di↵ered from prior, simulated studies for friend grouping (e.g. [71]), revealing

the complexity of managing these groupings in real usage scenarios.

In Chapter 3, we examine the use of multiple profiles as a means of enacting di↵erent

identity performances within a single platform (Tumblr). By creating multiple profiles,

the Tumblr members that we studied created multiple ‘front stages’, in front of which

di↵erent audiences could assemble as desired; this provided freedom from the expectations

involved in trying to manage performances within a single space, echoing findings from

prior study of multiple profile usage in other contexts [148]. While this work does not

endeavor to provide a comparative analysis of di↵erent sharing mechanisms, these findings

do highlight some of the tradeo↵s in terms of complexity and control involved in choosing

which to implement in a social platform.
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2.3 Selective Self-Presentation in Online Settings

Some members of social platforms manage to devise ways to navigate this problem of

multiple audiences, engaging in selective self-presentation while still broadcasting to a

large, heterogeneous audience. Some individuals may identify a particular set of audience

members for whom it is particularly important to present an idealized front [62]. In

these cases, they can focus on tailoring their public self-presentations towards the specific

expectations of that group [32]. These strategies may involve significant e↵ort; Semaan

et al., for instance, observed Facebook members carefully crafting status updates in text

editors before posting, in order to avoid upsetting unknown members of their potential

audiences [136].

Prior work has also observed social platform members developing strategies which utilize

shared common ground to selectively target messages to di↵erent parts of their audience.

Tang et al. observed bilingual Facebook members using language as an ‘audience filter’,

allowing them to disclose di↵erent information to di↵erent parts of their audience [150].

Several studies of social platform use have observed members relying on di↵erences in

shared information; by leaving details out of their updates, they can allow a specific set of

others with shared common ground to fill in the rest and get the ‘whole story’ [32, 110,

161, 102]. So-called social steganography techniques of ‘hiding information in plain sight’

have been utilized in a range of scenarios – from teenagers hiding information from their

parents [22] to Chinese social media users hiding information from censors [61].

2.3.1 Share too little or share too much?

When individuals are unable to manage desired self-presentation strategies in these col-

lapsed contexts, they may turn to coping strategies. One such strategy is self-censorship,

or actively avoiding posting information that may be problematic with some subset of

one’s audience [89, 88]. The prevalence of self-censorship in online social platforms due
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to di�culties in targeting one’s desired audience may be extensive. A retrospective study

of unshared content on Facebook conducted by Sleeper et al. found that participants

would have shared approximately half of this content if they had been able to target a

desired subset of potential recipients [139]. Das and Kramer conducted a large-scale study

of Facebook members, observing that 71% revise or censor their status updates at the

last-minute, with the frequency rising for users who have more boundaries to manage [34].

E↵orts at self-censoring may spill out into the o✏ine world as well; in Besmer and Lipford’s

study of photo-tagging on Facebook, participants reported going as far as to avoid being

in photographs so that they would not appear in photos shared by others [15].

Self-censoring can be interpreted as an example of a ‘protective’ strategy, as defined by

Arkin [9], where the goal is to adopt a neutral or conforming identity performance in

order to avoid disapproval. Interviews with Facebook members by Lampe et al. indicated

that participants actively avoided posting elements which might cast them in a ‘negative

light’ [87]. Bornoe and Barkhuus interviewed Facebook members, finding that they used

social norms from the outside world to guide their posting practices, posting only what

is ‘appropriate’ for a public space and avoiding controversial content, such as sex, drugs,

and alcohol [19]. Almost all participants in a study of Facebook use by Wisniewski et

al. indicated that they engaged in self-censoring, with almost half indicating that they

‘surpressed any negative thoughts or feelings’, instead posting only content that others

would find positive or humorous [165].

The pains that members of these platforms go through to avoid mistakes highlights that

the cost of these mistakes can be high; when mistakes are made, individuals can frequently

experience significant regret. A 2012 survey of social networking site members by Madden

et al. showed 11% reporting having posted content that they later regretted [104]. Re-

gretted posts may happen more frequently on other types of social platforms; a survey of

members of location-based sharing service found that more than a quarter had experienced

regret over content that they had shared [126].
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Some users may be more prone to posting content which they later regret. Madden ob-

served gender di↵erences, with males twice as likely to report having experienced regret

over posted content than females [104] . Personality di↵erences may play an important

role, as well. Moore and McElroy observed a relationship between higher scores of ‘con-

scientiousness’ and increased levels of regret over inappropriate Facebook sharing [113].

Kaur et al. observed that an increase in playfulness and focus of attention on Facebook

led to higher reported regret [78].

Members of social platforms may experience regret over content that they have shared

for many reasons. One of the most commonly reported reasons for regret is when shared

content reaches an audience that is broader or di↵erent from that which was intended [126,

145, 163]. A related, but frequently-observed concern is when shared content is interpreted

in unintended and negative ways [73, 163]. For some platform members, a false sense of

security may simply lead them to post more than they intended [73, 113]. Some of the

reasons for future regret stem for the situations in which content is posted. Wang et al.

reported users regretting posting content in a ‘hot’ state of emotion or under the influence

of drugs or alcohol [163]. Sleeper et al. examined regrets over content posted to Twitter,

similarly finding that participants frequently reported having posted in a state of stress or

anger, leading them to post content that was either cathartic or critical of others [140].

A study of bullying tweets which were later deleted (signaling possible regret) found that

these were mostly posted late at night [167].

As illustrated above, one potential reaction to regret over shared content is to edit or

delete content. Studying teen social media use in 2013, Madden et al. observed that

53% reported having deleted or edited past content [105]. Several studies have observed

Facebook users deleting previously-posted content [131, 163]. This practice is not just

limited to social networking sites; Child et al. observed bloggers engaging in ‘scrubbing’

or deleting past content [27] . Sometimes, attempts to suppress regrettable content by

deleting it can end up calling more attention to it, a phenomenon referred to as the

‘Streisand E↵ect’ [125], raising the issue that deletion itself is a form of communication
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that may have unintended e↵ects [88]. Individuals who are unable or unwilling to keep up

with these self-presentational demands may instead choose to simply delete their account,

committing ‘Facebook suicide’ [73].

2.3.2 Technical mechanisms for supporting selective sharing

These observed patterns of under- and over-sharing should not imply that technical mech-

anisms for supporting selective sharing do not exist. Platforms such as Facebook and

Google+ provide access control mechanisms in the form of ‘Lists’ or ‘Circles’, which allow

individuals to target content at particular audience [77, 160]. Individuals have utilized

multiple profiles in email [54], social networking sites [148] and MMORPGs [92] to create

separations between presentations of self. Prior studies have observed teenagers [21, 110],

college students [168], and even graduate students [160] demonstrating sophisticated con-

trol over privacy settings to manage access to shared content.

However, these successful examples do not necessarily represent the behavior of all users.

Even before the widespread use of online social platforms, scholars had started to note a

mismatch in concerns about privacy and subsequent action. Agre and Rotenberg highlight

what they call a “striking mismatch between public expression of concern in opinion polls

and the almost complete absence of popular mobilization in support of privacy rights.” [3,

p.6]. Acquisti and Gross studied early use of Facebook in an undergraduate population,

finding that participants expressed some concern about privacy incursions, but that the

strength of these concerns had little relationship to the amount of information disclosed [1].

These findings have not changed, even as social network use has grown, having been

observed in subsequent studies by Tufekci [155] and Christofides et al. [28]. It’s possible

that until a negative episode occurs, participants may remain unmotivated to actively

manage their privacy using available controls [19].
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2.3.3 This work

This thesis makes specific contributions to our understanding of the use of technical

mechanisms to support selective self-presentation. In Chapter 3, we explicitly connect

motivations for use to adoption of selective sharing practices, illustrating one means of

predicting which users will employ these practices and which will not. We observe specific

relationships between usage goals and sharing practices: for example, we observe that

individuals who share to support others are more likely to create multiple profiles.

In Chapter 5, we explore in detail how members make decisions about permissions settings

for photos shared on Flickr. We observe that many individuals (roughly half) manage ac-

cess controls using broad strokes rather than fine-grained strategies. Developing a model

of sharing decisions which incorporates member-level attributes and content-specific fea-

tures, we illustrate the potential for designing systems which provide recommendations for

sharing decisions, easing the burden on users confronted with an ever-increasing number

of decisions to make.
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Chapter 3

Motivations for Participation and

Adoption of Selective Sharing

Practices

Many social platforms have designed technical mechanisms to aid platform members in

managing self-presentation strategies across the multiple overlapping contexts which make

up their audiences. Despite the wide awareness of the need to use these mechanisms,

many individuals still continue to share too much, with little relationship between privacy

concerns and information disclosure (e.g. [1, 28, 55, 155]) Others instead cope with these

challenges by adopting conservative sharing practices, self-censoring to avoid mistakes

(e.g. [15, 34, 89, 88, 139]). If mechanisms for supporting selective sharing are available to

platform members, then why aren’t they being used? Specifically, why do some members

of social media platforms adopt selective sharing practices, while others do not?

This chapter explores answers to this question through a study of Tumblr – a social

media platform where members can contribute text and multimedia, share content created

by others, and communicate with other members. Mixing aspects of blogging, social

networking, and interest-based communities, Tumblr o↵ers a unique viewpoint into the
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dynamics of content-sharing and self-presentation. Tumblr supports selective sharing by

allowing members to maintain multiple profiles from a single account, an approach recently

adopted by several content-sharing platforms, such as Twitter and Instagram.

Our study employs a two-stage approach to understanding the use of selective sharing

practices on Tumblr, with a specific focus on the use of multiple profiles. We first con-

ducted semi-structured interviews with nine Tumblr members who maintain multiple blogs.

We coded themes from these interviews into two sets of questionnaire items, correspond-

ing to (1) motives for blogging on Tumblr, and (2) motives for having multiple profiles

(in the form of blogs). In the second stage, these items were incorporated into a survey

completed by 757 Tumblr members, allowing us to identify common motivations for each

aspect of participation on Tumblr.

This paper makes three primary research contributions. First, using exploratory factor

analysis, we identify six motivations for blogging on Tumblr: connecting with a shared-

interest community, supporting others, having a place for specific content, the ability

to revisit and reminisce, cultivating an aesthetic collection, and seeking attention. We

have similarly identified four common motivations for creating multiple profiles on Tumblr:

separating content, conducting ‘backstage’ actions, crafting di↵erent aesthetic styles, and

managing social norms.

We further illustrate how di↵erences in the strength of these motivations relate to dif-

ferent patterns of Tumblr use and adoption of selective sharing practices. We observe,

for instance, that members with social motivations (community and supporting others)

contribute and interact more than others. We find that Tumblr members motivated to

support others are more likely to create multiple profiles, but reveal their identity across

blogs by reblogging content between them.

In addition to the related work presented in Chapter 2, this study is informed by prior

research on motivations for participation in social media and user-generated content plat-

forms, which I review in the following section. After discussing our data collection process,
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I will report on and discuss our findings about motivations for participation and multiple

profile maintenance on Tumblr. I conclude this chapter by considering some ways in which

exploring multiple profile use on Tumblr can extend our understanding of issues related

to identity presentation and boundary regulation in social media.1

3.1 Related Work

This chapter focuses on identifying motivations for participating in Tumblr, a social media

platform, and the adoption of practices which support selective self-presentation. To

provide context for our findings, we briefly review some prior studies on motivations for

participating and contributing to online social systems, with a particular emphasis on

blogging systems.

3.1.1 Motivations for online participation

As Tumblr incorporates aspects of blogging, social networking, and online communities,

our research draws on a wide range of prior work on motivations for participation in online

social systems. Exchanging information has been identified as a common motivation for

participants in virtual communities [132], peer production communities [87], and social

networks [70, 124]. These types of online spaces frequently attract individuals motivated

to participate in a community with common interests or a shared identity [70, 132].

Individuals are frequently motivated to join online networks or communities to socialize

with others [70, 124, 130, 132]. Another frequently observed motivation for participating

in these spaces is boredom, with platforms serving a need for entertainment or ‘killing

time’ [70, 87, 124, 132].

1This chapter represents work performed in collaboration with Danielle Lottridge, Jofish Kaye, and
Je↵rey Heer. As of the time this dissertation was published, a version of this chapter was currently under
consideration for publication.
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Prior studies of blogging and microblogging in a variety of contexts have identified several

common motivations. Some commonly-observed and related motivations include self-

documentation, (recording activities and events from one’s own life) [43, 66, 67, 69,

94, 103, 116], expressing one’s feelings [66, 69, 94, 103, 123], and expressing opinions or

commentary on other topics [43, 66, 115, 116, 123]. For many bloggers, self-expression can

serve a cathartic function, allowing one to ‘release tension’ [115] or ‘let o↵ steam’ [43]. For

many, a desire to socialize or converse with others motivates participation on blogging [69,

94, 103, 123] or micro-blogging [67, 169] platforms. In some cases, content producers

indicate a specific motivation to keep others updated or informed [43, 67, 115] or to

provide visibility or support for others [69, 169].

3.2 Research Context and Questions

In this section, I will briefly describe Tumblr as a platform and how it supports selective

sharing through multiple profiles, in the form of allowing Tumblr members to create

secondary blogs. I will then outline our specific research questions about motivations for

Tumblr use and adoption of selective sharing practice.

3.2.1 Selective sharing in Tumblr

Tumblr is a social media platform, which incorporates several features which allow mem-

bers to interact around content shared on the platform. Members can ‘follow’ others’

blogs to have shared content appear in a feed on their personal dashboard. Members can

like or reply to posts on other blogs and reblog this content to their own blogs. Reblogs,

likes, and replies are summarized as ‘notes’, a commonly-referenced measure of popularity

on the platform. The community was quite large and active at the time of this study;

as of May 2016, over 100 billion posts existed on over 290 million blogs [156], and those

numbers have only continued to grow.
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Each Tumblr member automatically has a single primary blog to which he or she can

either post novel content or repost (reblog) others’ content. Members can also create an

arbitrary number (up to 10 per day) of secondary blogs, known as ‘sideblogs’. Secondary

blogs have extended functionalities not available on primary blogs, such as password

protection and the ability to have multiple authors. However, they are limited in some

ways: from a secondary blog, members cannot follow other blogs, like posts, or use the

‘ask’ feature.

Each blog (primary or secondary) has a unique URL on the tumblr.com domain. Blog

owners can customize many aspects of their blogs, including the layout, colors, and ty-

pography, making it easy to craft a unique identity for each blog. Many members display

links connecting their blogs or reblog content between their blogs, but the system does not

display any information connecting a member’s multiple blogs by default; readers cannot

tell if a blog they’re looking at is a member’s primary or secondary blog.

3.2.2 Research questions

This chapter is motivated by a desire to understand why some members of social media

platforms make use of mechanisms available in the system which support selective sharing,

while others do not. Specifically, this study focus on multiple profiles as a mechanism

enabling selective sharing, in the context of multiple blog maintenance on Tumblr. In

exploring this topic, I pose the following specific research questions:

RQ1 What motivates platform members to share content on Tumblr?

RQ2 What motivates some members to create multiple profiles, in the form of secondary

blogs, on Tumblr?

RQ3 To what extent do the strengths of these motivations predict the adoption of

particular selective sharing practices?
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3.3 Data Collection and Method

The research approach and method used in this study follows a two-stage approach in-

formed by Churchill [29], in which we iteratively develop and then refine survey items to

measure underlying latent attitudes. This approach has been used in prior studies of social

networking sites, such as Facebook (e.g. [70, 97]).

3.3.1 Stage 1: Semi-structured interviews

Our research started with nine semi-structured interviews with active Tumblr members

who maintained multiple blogs. These interviews explored several themes about how and

why these participants used Tumblr and maintained multiple blogs.

Interview participants

Participants were recruited through postings on Craigslist and by contacting members ap-

pearing in search results on Tumblr using the keywords ‘sideblog’ or ‘side blog’. Interested

participants were given a recruitment survey, which included general questions about de-

mographics, web usage, and Tumblr activity, masking our specific criteria (including being

18 or older and maintaining two or more blogs) in order to minimize the extent to which

participants gave favorable responses in order to be included in the study.

47 individuals matching our criteria completed our survey; interviews were ultimately

scheduled with nine. Participants had a median age range of 22-24; seven were female,

two male. Five were students; the others included a lecturer, an animator, and two

individuals who were self-employed. Eight participants were from the United States (New

York, Georgia, Florida, and Tennessee), and one was from Australia. We refer to the

participants throughout the remainder of this work using the codes [P1]-[P9].
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Procedure

All interviews were conducted remotely by the first author using Google Hangouts in April

2015. Each 45-60 minute interview consisted of the following components: an introduction

explaining the purpose of the study and consent procedures for audio and screen-recording

(5-10 minutes), an overview of how the interviewee used Tumblr generally (5-15 minutes),

a walkthrough of the interviewee’s primary blog (10-15 minutes), a walkthrough of a

chosen secondary blog (10-15 minutes), and some additional time to elaborate on topics

raised during the interview (5-10 minutes).

Interviews were semi-structured, allowing us to elaborate on themes raised by participants.

Using screen-sharing, participants discussed each blog while scrolling through recent posts

and follower lists, inviting additional discussions or follow-up questions. Every interview,

however, included the following questions for both the primary and secondary blogs dis-

cussed, to address the main themes relevant to our research questions:

• Why did you initially start this blog?

• What are some reasons why this blog is meaningful or important to you?

• What would you miss most about this blog if you couldn’t maintain it anymore?

Coding and item generation

The following procedure was used to generate two sets of questionnaire items capturing

a variety of motivations both for participation on Tumblr and for the creation of multiple

blogs.

After transcription and anonymization of the audio files, two authors collectively identified

quotes relevant to each set of motivations. Quotes were categorized using the following

procedure to maximize coverage across possible motivations. For each set of quotes,

two authors worked independently, using a 20% sample, to generate categories which

grouped together statements which were related. After aligning categories, the authors
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then independently coded a second 20% sample. The authors discussed any new categories

which arose and then coded the remaining statements. No new categories were generated

from the remaining 60%.

14 categories were developed to describe motivations for participating on Tumblr, seven

for maintaining multiple blogs. Working together, the two authors assigned each quote

to a single categories, reaching complete agreement. For each category, two to five

representative quotes were selected and used to generate questionnaire items, phrased to

the extent possible in language used by the original interview participant who provided the

quote. This led to a total of 48 items, phrased as statements, pertaining to motivations

for participating on Tumblr and 22 items for maintaining multiple blogs.

3.3.2 Stage 2: Survey

In our second phase of research, we developed a survey which incorporated the two sets of

items generated from our analysis of the interview transcripts. By conducting exploratory

factor analysis across responses to these items, we can identify common motivations

associated with both content-sharing and maintaining multiple blogs on Tumblr.

Participant recruitment

The survey was distributed in two di↵erent ways. One channel for recruitment was a short

post on the hellofromtumblr Tumblr blog, maintained by Tumblr sta↵. Participants who

followed this link to complete the survey were not compensated. We also recruited 700

participants through the crowdsourcing platform, Amazon Mechanical Turk. The task was

posted to workers in the United States who had completed at least 500 tasks with a 95%

approval rating. Respondents were paid $3.00 and required approximately 17.5 minutes

on average to complete the survey, resulting in an hourly average rate of approximately

$10.30.
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Our aim in recruiting participants was not necessarily to identify a respondent sample

representative of the overall population of Tumblr members; by soliciting participants

from two disparate sources, we are more likely to capture a diverse set of motivations and

use cases for participating on Tumblr.

Measures

The survey included basic demographic questions (e.g., age, gender, education level), as

well as measures of use of Tumblr, including account age, frequency of site visits and

specific activities (reading, posting, reblogging, messaging), and weekly time on site. We

also asked about the number of blogs maintained and the number of these that were used

at least monthly.

All participants over the age of 18 who reported having a Tumblr account completed the 48

items concerned with motivations for Tumblr use. For each statement, they responded to

the following prompt, “Please tell us how strongly you agree or disagree with the following

statements related to how you use Tumblr.”, using a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from

-2 (Strongly Disagree) to 2 (Strongly Agree). Mixed into this set of questions were two

items designed to measure “regulation by site”, or the degree to which participants linked

their identities on and o↵ Tumblr.

Participants who reported having two or more blogs also completed the 22 items concerned

with motivations for maintaining multiple blogs on Tumblr using a similar prompt. Mixed

into these items were two additional items measuring “regulation by linkage”, or the

degree to which these profiles were connected. For each set of items, presentation order

was randomized for each participant.
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Descriptive statistics

In order to preserve the anonymity of our survey participants, we did not ask them to

provide pointers to their Tumblr accounts in order to verify their responses; we instead

rely on their self-reports to determine eligibility. While this may increase the possibility of

spurious responses, we don’t believe it is likely that these responses would bias the results

significantly in any particular direction, rather than simply introducing noise, and we felt

it was a necessary decision to safeguard the privacy of our respondents.

We filtered out those participants who reported being under the age of 18, not having

a Tumblr account, or using Tumblr less frequently than once a month. This left us

with 757 responses, 677 of which came from Amazon Mechanical Turk, and 80 of which

came from the post to hellofromtumblr. Participant gender was queried using a free-text

response field, and the first author coded the results into the categories ”female” (42.2%),

”male” (56.1%), and ”other” or ”decline to state” (12, or 1.7%). Ages ranged from 18

to 55+, and the median age fell in the 25–34 range. 98.9% graduated from high school,

and 57.7% had a college degree. 49.3% reported having two or more blogs, and 8.2%

reported having at least six. 60.0% reported that they were active on a monthly basis on

only one of their blogs. 32.0% of respondents indicated that they participated in at least

one group (shared) blog.

86.2% of participants had created their Tumblr account at least a year prior, and the

median time spent was 1–5 hours per week. Roughly a third of participants (35.3%)

reported using Tumblr at least 5 hours a week. Statistics about the frequency of various

activities are reported in Figure 3.1. 88.9% of participants looked at content on Tumblr at

least weekly, 64.2% reblogged content and 52.3% posted original content at least weekly,

and 37.4% of participants messaged other members at least once a week.
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Figure 3.1: This figure summarizes 757 survey responses regarding self-reported frequen-
cies of engaging in various blog-related activities on Tumblr (reading content, reblogging
content, posting original content, and messaging other members). Aside from messaging
others, all activities were performed at least weekly by the majority of respondents.

Exploratory factor analysis

For each set of items related to motivations, we conducted an exploratory factor analysis.

This method of analysis assumes that much of variance in the observed responses to

these survey items can be explained by a smaller set of latent factors; our aim is to infer

those factors. As responses to these items were collected using ordinal scales, we utilize

polychoric rather than Pearson correlation for assessing relationships between response

variables (see Baglin [10] for a review of prior use of polychoric correlation for factor

analyses using ordinal responses). Factors loadings are reported after varimax rotation.

For the survey responses to items related to Tumblr use, examination of both the Kaiser-

Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (MSA = 0.94) and Bartlett’s test of spheric-

ity (�2
(1128) = 13851.78, p < 0.0001) suggested that the sample was factorable. Survey

responses to items related to maintaining multiple profiles also appeared to be factorable

(MSA = 0.89, �2
(231) = 2312.8, p < 0.0001).
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3.4 Why and How do People Use Tumblr?

In this section, I describe the results of our factor analysis on motivations for using Tumblr.

I walk through each factor identified, using examples from interviews to shed light on how

these factors relate to real use cases for Tumblr and similar social platforms. I then examine

how these motivations vary in accordance with participant demographics and patterns of

use. Finally, I will explore relationships between the strengths of these motivations and

patterns of adoption of selective sharing practices, including use of multiple blogs.

3.4.1 Motivations for Tumblr use

Analysis of the 48 items related to motivations for Tumblr use yielded seven factors with

eigenvalues over 1, explaining 41.6% of the variance. While examination of the scree plot

suggested retention of all factors, consideration of the unique item loadings led us to keep

only the first six (explaining 38.7% of the variance).

Scales were developed for each factor by assigning as ‘marker’ items those with loadings

greater than 0.5 (a commonly used benchmark). No items registered as marker items for

multiple factors, but 25 items did not load on any of these factors, an issue we revisit

at the end of this section. Through consideration of the marker items, we developed the

following descriptive names for these factors.

A1 Connecting with a shared-interest community

A2 Supporting others

A3 Having a place for specific content

A4 Revisiting and reminiscing

A5 Cultivating an aesthetic collection

A6 Seeking attention

We discuss these factors below, illustrating each with relevant examples and quotes from

our interviews (with participants identified throughout, using codes [P1-9].
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Shared-interest community (↵ = 0.84) Item µ (�) Loading

Tumblr allows me to socialize with people who share sim-
ilar interests.

1.02 (0.91) 0.735

Tumblr allows me to interact with like-minded people. 0.84 (1.01) 0.726

Using Tumblr gives me a chance to talk to people I don’t
normally talk to.

0.83 (1.00) 0.550

Tumblr is a good avenue for exchanging ideas. 0.93 (0.95) 0.540

I use Tumblr because it allows me to be social without
having to directly interact with people.

0.97 (0.95) 0.538

I blog on Tumblr to give people a sense of the kinds of
things that I’m interested in.

0.88 (0.97) 0.527

I feel there is a more broad idea of sharing and community
on Tumblr than there would be elsewhere.

0.69 (0.96) 0.516

Table 3.1: Factor A1 (Connecting with a shared-interest community), with individual
item statistics and loading scores. This factor includes items representing motivations to
interact, exchange ideas, and share interests with other Tumblr members.

Connecting with a shared-interest community

The items in Factor A1, summarized in Table 3.1, focus on participation on Tumblr (in

the form of contributing content through blogs) as a way to connect with a community of

people who share interests or ideas. Two participants highlighted examples of how they

had used Tumblr, intentionally or not, to connect with others who shared their interests;

P1 describes starting a blog for an anime series to participate in the fan community:

Like I said, there are a lot of people who blog about this series, so just, I

think, hoping for more discussion and interaction with some of the other fans.

[P1]

P3 on the other hand, describes how a community of photographers started on Flickr and

transitioned over to interacting through Tumblr:
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Just collectively, we all had blogs and we all started sharing each others’ pho-

tographs and content. We started supporting each other. It was a community

that we actually started out with. [P3]

Prior research on motives for using social networking sites has often addressed a motivation

for social connection, but these often refer to connecting with people from ‘real life’

or through existing ties [70, 130, 141]. Micro-blogging platforms, such as Twitter and

Tumblr, however, can foster a sense of social connection framed around content-sharing

communities [26]. Two participants in our interviews highlighted how these shared-interest

connections could help during times of transition, when existing social ties were being

upended.

Tumblr was a pretty big outlet for me in high school...to just vent and talk

and meet new people. [P8]

Mostly to have interaction with people who are like-minded. It was hard for

me. I was just starting college, so it was hard for me to make friends at first.

[P4]

Some interviewees highlighted the additional informational benefits which arose from build-

ing a community around shared interests rather than existing ties, such as exchanging ideas

with people outside of your ‘usual’ social circles:

I follow people from around the world – about their cultures and stu↵ that’s

going on over there that maybe I wouldn’t have from my Facebook feed,

because I’m only friends with everyone in the U.S. I think that’s kind of cool.

It’s a more – I don’t know, I feel like it’s less walled o↵. [P8].

Supporting others

Factor A2, summarized in Table 3.2, contains items relevant to supporting others, both

by sharing their content or by sharing content which might inform or inspire them. Some

participants illustrated how content-sharing on Tumblr might gratify a need to help specific

people. Participant P1 described joining a shared anime blog, in part, due to a friend’s
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Supporting others (↵ = 0.73) Item µ (�) Loading

It’s important for me to provide others a platform or give
others visibility.

0.06 (1.20) 0.564

I post to Tumblr in order to keep the people who follow
me updated.

0.27 (1.21) 0.561

I post to Tumblr on someone’s behalf because they don’t
use Tumblr.

-1.17 (1.20) 0.535

Sometimes I post something on Tumblr just to see which
of my followers might like the topic..

0.03 (1.24) 0.524

I post or reblog content on Tumblr to inspire others. 0.08 (1.23) 0.509

Table 3.2: Factor A2 (Supporting others) represents motivations for blogging which focus
either on sharing content on behalf of others or sharing content to inform or inspire others.

request, saying “She asked me to help her maintain it.” [P1]. Participant P2 described

one secondary blog which she maintained entirely on behalf of an ex-girlfriend:

My ex-girlfriend wanted to see what was going on because she has the same

ideology [as me] and she wants to know what’s going on, so I reblogged a lot

of stu↵ for her. Just to see what was going on on Tumblr, because she didn’t

want to get back into Tumblr at the time. [P2]

In other cases, participants describe a motivation to promote others in order to support

others of a particular group or class. Participant P4 explained this as a motivation for

sharing content related to the ballroom/vogue dance scenes:

I like to display that to others because it’s very underground. I like to get them

more visibility...I’m allowing them a platform that they otherwise wouldn’t

have had. [P4]

Multiple interview participants also described a motivation to share content because they

believed it might be meaningful or inspiring to the people who followed them:

Whether it’s a piece of music that I’m really proud of that I want to show

other people, that I hope will make somebody’s day better, or I hope will bring
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somebody a little bit of joy, or maybe be able to reach into a feeling that is

maybe unfamiliar or is nice to feel again. [P3]

It’s more to inspire others. It’s my inspiration to inspire others. What inspired

me might inspire you because it’s my motivation, you know? [P6]

The scores for items in this factor are relatively low, but with a high degree of variation.

This may represent a motivation for participation on Tumblr that is specific to certain

types of people, rather than one that is commonly-shared.

Specific content (↵ = 0.53) Item µ (�) Loading

Tumblr provides a space where I can put things that I
can’t put anywhere else.

0.71 (1.10) 0.546

I use Tumblr as a hideaway where I keep things. 0.22 (1.23) 0.523

Table 3.3: Factor A3 (Having a place for specific content) collects items representing how
some individuals are motivated to use Tumblr as a place where certain types of content
can be kept or shared.

Having a place for specific content

The two items in Factor A3, shown in Table 3.3, concern motivations to use Tumblr as a

space for sharing particular types of content. The low reliability of this scale (Cronbach’s

↵ = 0.53) may point to the overlapping senses of compartmentmentalization captured by

the marker items, though Cronbach’s ↵ may substantially underestimate true reliability

for two-item scales [42].

One sense of comparmentalization is separation from other spaces; Participant P9 high-

lighted how various social platforms had di↵erent norms about the types of content you

might share.
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I think it’s having a space where I can put things that I can’t put anywhere

else. In the same way that I’d probably say that about Instagram or Facebook,

but when I’m saying things that I can’t post elsewhere, that have really quite

di↵erent sorts of content. [P9]

Participant P3 described a secondary blog, composed of soothing images with pastel

colors, as a sort of room where he could come to get away from things and relax.

My second blog is a little bit of my own hideaway where I post a lot of stu↵

maybe I find inspiring or I find really pleasing to look at...that’s maybe the

focus of this second one is to have a relief from the seriousness, like my actual

life, how miserable I am there and what I’m pursuing there. [P3]

In this sense, Tumblr could provide a ‘separate place’ by facilitating separate spaces within

Tumblr itself, highly relevant to our interest in multiple profiles.

Revisiting and reminiscing (↵ = 0.80) Item µ (�) Loading

I like to come back later to things I posted and re-visit
them.

0.95 (1.00) 0.737

I love to go back to things I posted and see what I was
thinking or what inspired me at the time.

0.87 (1.00) 0.663

Sometimes I just go through my blog and laugh at it again. 0.70 (1.15) 0.615

Table 3.4: Factor A4 (Revisiting and reminiscing) combines a few di↵erent ways in which
individuals may be motivated to use Tumblr in order to store content which they can later
revisit and reminisce about for various reasons.

Revisiting and reminiscing

Items in Factor A4, summarized in Table 3.4, share a close connection around the idea of

revisiting or reminiscing about content, while capturing various reasons for doing so. Some

participants illustrated how the focus of revisitation activities could be on an appreciation

of the content they had collected:
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I think it’s more about coming back to it later and re-visiting it, because...it’s

almost like a room in the internet where you just have certain collected things

that bring you a lot of joy. [P3]

In other cases, participants described intentional strategies for caching things that they

might enjoy, especially with respect to funny content. Participant P8 described how

Tumblr replaced an older practice of saving files to her computer as a way of caching

information to later revisit:

It was right when memes started to kind of become popular, and I was –

before using Tumblr – just kind of saving stu↵ to my computer to look at

later and laugh at. [P8]

Participant P2 described a routine process of quickly hoarding funny content that could

be retrieved as a later time:

I just go through maybe a few hours of reblogging stu↵, and then, any time

during the day, I can just go back and look back and be like, ‘that was really

funny.’ [P2]

Participant P6 reflected on how the long-term traces created by the content she had

shared allowed her to observe how her thoughts and interests had evolved over time:

I love to go back and see – like, how was I thinking? What was inspiring me

at the time? Looking, like now, at what inspires me and the di↵erences or

the similarities and stu↵. [P6]

Cultivating an aesthetic collection

The items in Factor A5, summarized in Table 3.5, all relate to the act of collecting

visually consistent or complementary items in a single place. Several interview participants,

including P4, described their blogs (usually secondary blogs) using the term ‘aesthetic

blog’, common terminology within Tumblr for a blog centered around a particular visual

style or color palette.
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Aesthetic collection (↵ = 0.70) Item µ (�) Loading

It’s enjoyable to have an amassed quantity of things that
look nice collectively.

0.77 (1.03) 0.623

I just like when all of the content on my blog looks good
together.

0.69 (0.96) 0.590

When choosing content to put on my blog, I consider the
color palette or how things aesthetically tie together.

0.24 (1.29) 0.511

Table 3.5: Factor A5 (Cultivating an aesthetic collection) is composed of items corre-
sponding to motivations for using Tumblr as a repository for collecting content that is
visually coherent or related in a single place.

[My primary blog] is just ’me, unfiltered’. That’s just my main blog. If you

want to know me, this is the blog that you’ll follow, because it’s my primary

blog. This [secondary] blog, as I said, is just aesthetics, vibes that I like, or

things of that nature.” [P4]

Often, interview participants were able to point to particular heuristics for what types of

content might look good on their aesthetic blogs, highlighting that this use of Tumblr is

often very planned and intentional in nature:

My side blog right now, currently, I really like to use for color palettes...it’s

not perfect, but it’s a lot of pinks and blues and yellows and pastels. [P8]

I guess in terms of aesthetics, I would say ‘vintage’, but that leaves this sour

taste in my mouth, saying that. [P3]

I want it physically on my blog because I’m like, “The colors in this will

look good with the other stu↵ that I’ve reblogged earlier today and my back-

ground.” [P8]

Seeking attention

Factor A6, summarized in Table 3.6, contains items which describe a motivation to use

Tumblr in order to gratify a need for attention from others. While related to Factor
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Seeking attention (↵ = 0.69) Item µ (�) Loading

When I post stu↵ on Tumblr, it doesn’t matter if it gets
attention or not.

0.62 (1.13) -0.583

I want as many followers, as many likes, and as many
comments as I can get.

0.01 (1.28) 0.649

I put things on Tumblr in hopes that they will get a lot
of notes.

0.37 (1.15) 0.621

Table 3.6: Factor A6 (Seeking attention) clearly connects several items relating to the
use of Tumblr as a way to gratify a need for attention or positive feedback. ‘Notes’ are a
way of summarizing feedback (likes and comments) on Tumblr.

A2 (Supporting Others) in that it references an awareness of producing content for an

audience, the reasons for sharing in this factor are more related to self-validation than

validating others. In some cases, the motivation to share content on Tumblr may be

linked to a deliberate strategy for self-promotion, as in the case of participant P6, who

joined Tumblr to increase awareness for her business:

I think it was primarily because...I went to a seminar on how to widen your

brand through social media. [P6]

In other cases, the easy availability of feedback through the platform may have fostered

this motivation for use:

This is the first gif I ever made...It did pretty well; it got like 2500 notes. I

guess it was addictive. [P5]

Participant P7, an animator who occasionally shared some of her original art, highlighted

how the community and design of Tumblr facilitated visibility for original content, in a

way that other platforms did not:

Tumblr, with the blog system, allowed me to be seen by so many more eyes,

so much faster than DeviantArt, where you have to search for something to

find it, rather than it just appearing on your news feed. That was the most

appealing thing to me when I started using it. [P7]
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Figure 3.2: For each motivation, we can compute a score by averaging each participants’
responses to the corresponding marker items. Here, we show distributions of scores for
each motivation for participating on Tumblr. We note that none su↵er from restricted
range and all follow a roughly bell-shape pattern. The shared-interest community and
revisiting motivations are common, with most respondents strongly agreeing with marker
items for these factors. Fewer participants reported motivations to participate in order to
seek attention or support others.

Instagram and Facebook – you’ll get initial excitement when people see it on

their news feed, and then it just kind of dies unless it’s some viral video, or

whatever, and that gets shared a million times. It just doesn’t reach people

the way that Tumblr can. [P7]

In this case, P7 had an existing need to increase the visibility of her original content, and

discovered that posting it on Tumblr could help satisfy this need by exposing it to an

active community that was sharing and re-sharing.
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3.4.2 Motivations, demographics, and patterns of use

For each motivation for Tumblr use identified, we can create a single scale by computing

the mean of participant scores on the marker items (flipping scores for the item which

loaded negatively on Factor A6). The distributions of scores on these factors is shown

in Figure 3.2. Using these scales, we now examine how motivations vary according to

respondent demographics and self-reported Tumblr patterns of Tumblr use.

Demographic di↵erences

We first examine how motivations vary in relation to gender, age, and education level.

For each demographic variable considered, we conducted a MANOVA to observe whether

factor scores varied significantly with the corresponding measure. If a significant relation-

ship was found, follow-up t-tests were conducted for individual factors. Here, we consider

the 745 cases where participant gender was reported and could be resolved to “male” or

“female”.

Participants identifying as female (µ = 0.647, � = 0.972) scored higher on Factor A3,

Having a place for specific content, than males (µ = 0.326, � = 0.942), t(675.66) =

4.5229, p < 0.001. Females (µ = 1.024, � = 0.824) also scored higher on Factor A4,

Revisiting, than males (µ = 0.711, � = 0.905), t(716.85) = 4.9117, p < 0.001.

There was no observed relationship between age (as measured through the ordinal scale

used to collect responses) and motives and uses for content-sharing (F (30, 2938) =

1.5198, ns). We repeated this analysis using a binary variable marking members who

are 25 and older (which represented 75.0% of respondents in this sample). Factors scores

varied significantly in relation to this simplified measure of age(F (6, 738) = 5.8746,

p < 0.001). Respondents under 25 scored higher (µ = 0.701, � = 0.908) on Factor

A3, Compartment, than older members (µ = 0390, � = 0.974), t(312.35) = 3.9043,

p < 0.001).
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We observed no relationship between education level and motives and uses for blogging

(F (36, 3221.6) = 1.6145, ns). We repeated this analysis using a binary measure marking

college graduates (58.7% of the sample), and observed no relationship between factor

scores in relation to this simplified measure of education level(F (6, 738) = 2.0287, ns).
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Predicting patterns of Tumblr use

We now consider whether di↵erences in motivations predict di↵erent patterns of partic-

ipation on Tumblr, as measured through self-reported frequency of engaging in various

activities (reading, reblogging, posting original content, and messaging others). For each

activity analyzed, we create a binary response variable indicating whether respondents in-

dicated engaging in that activity at least weekly (chosen, as it was the median frequency

for most of these activities), and construct a logistic regression model.

We use as predictors the three binary demographic measures created above (gender, age

� 25, graduated from college) and the six continuous factor scores. In each case, the full

model is compared to a null model, in which only demographic variables are considered,

using a likelihood-ratio test. In this manner, we can determine if the model with more

variables provides a significantly better fit to the data.

We create four binary variables marking members who engage in each of the following

activities at least weekly: looking at content on Tumblr (89.0% of respondents in our

sample), reblogging content (63.9%), posting original content (52.2%), and messaging

others (37.3%). The full model, which incorporates blogging motivations, provides a

significantly better fit than the null model for predicting whether Tumblr members will

read (�2
(6) = 52.61, p < 0.001), reblog (�2

(6) = 64.472, p < 0.001), or post original

content (�2
(6) = 90.138, p < 0.001) on a weekly basis, and whether they will message

others (�2
(6) = 76.267, p < 0.001)

Model coe�cients are summarized in Table 3.7. Demographic variables don’t explain

much of the variation in frequencies of these activities; one exception is age – Tumblr

members under 25 are more likely to reblog content on a weekly basis. Those who use

Tumblr to participate in shared-interest communities are more likely to engage in each of

these four activities on a weekly basis. Those motivated to support others are more likely

to post original content and message other members at least weekly. Increased use of

Tumblr to compartmentalize content is associated with more frequent reblogging.
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3.4.3 Adoption of selective sharing practices

One aim in identifying motivations for participation on Tumblr was to examine the extent

to which these motivations predict the adoption of various selective sharing practices. We

address this question by looking at three aspects of selective sharing: regulation by site,

adoption of multiple profiles, and for members with multiple profiles, regulation by linkage.

Regulation by site

Regulation by site refers to the use of di↵erent platforms to draw boundaries between

audiences. In essence, this measures how much participants keep Tumblr separate from

other parts of their lives. We evaluated adoption of these practices through responses to

two survey items: “If someone who knew me in real life found my Tumblr, they’d be able to

figure out that it was me.” (Identity Visibility) and “My followers on Tumblr include people

that I know from outside Tumblr.” (Audience Overlap). Responses were collected using

the same prompt and 5-point scale as the motivation items; we create binary variables

marking those who Somewhat Agree or Strongly Agree with each statement (Identity

Visibility: 44.3%, Audience Overlap: 60.1%).

As before, we compare two models – a null model with only demographic variables and a

full model which includes motivation scales – using a likelihood ratio test. The full models

incorporating motivations for Tumblr use provided significantly better fit than models

with just demographic variables for predicting responses to both measures (Visibility:

�2
(6) = 107.2, p < 0.001, Overlap: �2

(6) = 105.39, p < 0.001).

Looking at coe�cients for the full model, we see that none of the demographic variables

predict di↵erences in responses to measures of regulation-by-site. Visibility of external

identity on Tumblr is predicted by higher scores on Factors A2 (Supporting Others) and

A4 (Revisiting). Overlap in audience on and o↵ Tumblr is predicted by higher scores on

Factors A1 (Shared-Interest Community), A2 (Supporting Others), and A4 (Revisiting),
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and lower scores on Factor A3 (Specific Content).

Creation of multiple profiles

In this chapter, we have focused on the creation of multiple profiles as a selective sharing

practice. Following an approach similar to that used above, we construct a logistic model

to predict whether Tumblr members reported having created multiple blogs (49.3% of

our sample). Including our identified motivations for Tumblr use provides a significant

improvement to model fit (�2
(6) = 32.063, p < 0.001) compared to a null model using

only demographic variables.

The only variable, demographic or motivation, which predicts the use of multiple blogs

is the Supporting Others motivation score (� = 0.366, p < 0.001); we can interpret

the � coe�cient as predicting that a one-unit increase in the Likert-scale rating for this

motivation (all other variables held equal) increases the odds of maintaining multiple blogs

by 44%.

Regulation by linkage

The last aspect of selective sharing explored is regulation by linkage, the extent to which

participants link the various self-presentations that they craft within a single site. For

360 respondents who reported multiple blog use, we measure the extent to which they

maintained boundaries between blogs. We evaluate regulation by linkage using two items:

“It would be easy for followers of some of my blogs to identify me on my other blogs”

(Linked Identity) and “I reblog content between my blogs” (Linked Content). We again

create binary variables marking those who agree with each statement (Linked Identity:

43.1%, Linked Content: 43.3%).

The full models incorporating motivations for Tumblr use provided significantly better

fit than models with just demographic variables (Identity: �2
(6) = 43.78, p < 0.001,
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Content: �2
(6) = 29.619, p < 0.001). Again, none of the demographic variables predict

di↵erences in this aspect of selective self-presentation. We observe that Tumblr members

motivated by Factors A1 (Shared-Interest Community) and A4 (Revisiting) are more likely

to connect their identity across blogs, while those motivated by Factor A2 (Supporting

Others) are more likely to reblog content across their blogs.

3.4.4 Discussion: Why and how people use Tumblr

In this section, we have identified six common motivations for participating on Tumblr.

Some of these motivations have been observed in prior work, including connecting with a

shared-interest community (e.g. [66, 116]), supporting others by informing or promoting

them (e.g. [43, 67, 69, 115, 169]), and seeking attention, visibility, or feedback for con-

tributed content (e.g. [69, 103, 115, 169]. Self-documentation is a commonly observed

motivation for blogging and micro-blogging [43, 66, 67, 69, 94, 103, 116]; our findings re-

veal what may be a secondary function of self-documentation – the creation of an archive

of content which enables revisiting and reminiscing.

Our study of Tumblr use also revealed some motivations which have not discussed been

discussed in prior work. The conceptualization of Tumblr as a place for specific content

may stem from the fact that Tumblr is framed as an integrated community, rather than

just a technical platform for creating blogs which may live on di↵erent parts of the internet,

as was the case for many of the blogs studied in prior work. The focus on cultivating

an aesthetic collection may simply stem from Tumblr-specific norms (crafting ‘aesthetic

blogs’, but it may also point to the increasingly visual nature of content being shared

on platforms such as Tumblr (in contrast with the primarily text posts studied in past

research on blogging and status updates).

Exploring demographic di↵erences, we observed that women were more likely than men

to value having a place for specific content and revisiting and reminisicing as reasons for

sharing content. Prior work has observed women sharing more content online [100, 143],
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but with more restrictive privacy settings [100]. This could point to a specific use of

Tumblr as a means for safely sharing certain content in a manner separated from one’s

usual audiences. This is not inconsistent with prior study of Pinterest (which similarly

mixes curatorial and social aspects), which found women curating content more actively

(more repins) but more privately (fewer followers) [51].

We have also shown that these motivations can help to explain di↵erences in Tumblr

activity. Members motivated to create a Place for specific content reported more frequent

reblogging, while those motivated to Support others reported more frequent posting of

novel content. Previous research on user-generated content creation has illustrated how

attitudes towards platform use can mediate the relationship between content consumption

and creation [35]. Specific research on blogging has illustrated how di↵erent motivations

for use can predict di↵erent patterns of activity on and o↵-site [66, 43].

We observed relationships between identified motivations and the adoption of selective

sharing practices. We specifically observe an interesting pattern with respect to members

who are motivated to Support others. We find that they are more likely to ‘be them-

selves’ on Tumblr, connecting their identities on and o↵ Tumblr. They are more likely to

create multiple blogs, but are also more likely to link their identity across these blogs by

reblogging content between them. Interview participants provided some examples of use

cases consistent with these patterns. P1, for instance, was already an active blogger, but

joined a secondary (shared) blog on a friend’s request; P2, similarly, was already a Tumblr

member when she started a secondary blog on behalf of her ex-girlfriend. In each case,

individuals created secondary blogs on which specific others should be able to find them.

We note that many of the items in our questionnaire didn’t load on any of these factors,

and that the factors identified only explain 38.7% of the variance in participants’ responses

to these items. Our questionnaire was designed to capture a wide variety of potential

motives for and uses of Tumblr; the factors which we identified in this analysis represent

only a subset of motives for content-sharing which arose in the interviews. Some topics

raised in interviews that did not appear in this analysis were the use of content sharing
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as a means of self-expression, practicing one’s writing, presenting one’s own personal art

or style, or simply the visceral satisfaction of reblogging content. We have demonstrated,

however, that the factors identified here capture a rich set of use cases for participation in

social media sites such as Tumblr and can help us in predicting di↵erences in site activity

and adoption of selective sharing practices.

3.5 Why do People Maintain Multiple Blogs?

In this section, we describe the results of our second exploratory factor analysis, aimed

at identifying uses and gratifications associated with multiple profile maintenance in the

context of keeping multiple blogs.

3.5.1 Motivations for usage of multiple profiles

Our exploratory factor analysis of the 22 items about uses and gratifications related to

multiple profile maintenance on Tumblr yielded 4 factors with eigenvalues over 1, explain-

ing 39.1% of the variance. Examination of the scree plot suggested retaining all four of

these factors. Eight items didn’t load on any of the factors discussed below. Marker items

were chosen for each factor using the same procedure as in the previous subsection.

Through consideration of the marker items, we have developed the following descriptive

names for the following factors related to MPM on Tumblr:

B1 Separating content / freedom from expectations

B2 Coordinating backstage actions

B3 Crafting di↵erent aesthetic styles

B4 Navigating social norms
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Separating content (↵ = 0.79) Item µ (�) Loading

There are things that I want to keep that I don’t want on
my main blog.

0.76 (1.10) 0.618

Having multiple blogs allows me to post for myself without
catering to my followers.

0.66 (1.00) 0.590

Having multiple blogs gives me the freedom to post things
that I might have refrained from posting before.

0.81 (1.08) 0.566

My blogs represent di↵erent segments of my interests. 1.08 (0.94) 0.543

I use one or more blogs as a separate “locker” for certain
kinds of things.

0.69 (1.16) 0.524

I use di↵erent blogs to post about di↵erent topics. 1.04 (1.00) 0.510

Table 3.8: Factor B1 (Separating content / freedom from expectations) combines two
associated motivations for maintaining multiple profiles, the ability to direct content to
di↵erent channels, and the relief from audience expectations provided by having these
separate channels.

Separating content / Freedom from expectations

Factor B1, summarized in Table 3.8, contains items associated with two related uses of

multiple blogs. Several of the items point to the use of multiple blog maintenance as

a way to direct content associated with di↵erent topics to separate channels. A related

gratification is the relief from audience-related pressures which might arise from trying to

share disparate content to a single channel.

In our interviews, multiple participants pointed to MPM on Tumblr as a strategy to speak

selectively to separate audiences which may have di↵erent interests. Creating a new blog

meant freedom from decisions about whether a certain type of content might be ‘on-topic’

for an existing audience.

For instance, this is a book series that I really like. I won’t reblog this to

my main blog. I just know that hardly anyone that follows me is going to be

interested in it [P5]
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I eventually decided “Okay, I’ll just move it all to the one [secondary] blog,

and then people who are actually interested in what I’m doing can follow it.

If not, they don’t have to.” [P7]

Backstage actions (↵ = 0.64) Item µ (�) Loading

I have a blog that I use to enter contests or giveaways. -0.77 (1.35) 0.622

I keep a private blog to chat with others. -0.57 (1.34) 0.615

I use one of my blogs as a place to “clear out” my likes. -0.31 (1.29) 0.580

Table 3.9: Factor B2 (Coordinating backstage actions) groups together several possibly
separate motivations to use secondary blogs as a means of carrying out actions which one
may not necessarily include as part of his or her usual identity performance.

Coordinating backstage actions

Factor B2, summarized in Table 3.9, collects items corresponding to uses of Tumblr which

members may not necessarily want to put on the ‘front-stage’ for their audience. Many

of these uses are operational in nature. We note that this factor groups together actions

which share a similar theme, but which might not necessarily be carried out by the same

individuals, which may explain the low inter-item reliability (↵ = 0.64). Participants

described these uses of Tumblr in a matter-of-fact manner, always associating them with

secondary, rather than primary blogs:

This is a private blog for just chatting I hardly use. It’s with people that I run

this [other shared] blog with. [P5]

This is actually something called a ‘contest blog’...blogs with a lot of followers

or blogs for people that have a lot of money will do things called giveaways

to get followers...Some people will create a separate blog just to reblog these

posts. [P8]
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This is probably where I push...things that I don’t want on my blog, you

know?...I want it somewhere; I don’t want it in my likes. [P5]

The last participant quote references a sense in which Tumblr’s reblogging interface can

occasionally combine back-stage and front-stage actions. While reblogging can be a way

to save content for later viewing, it can also be perceived as a public endorsement of the

content being saved. By creating a separate blog, a member such as P5 can reblog this

content for her own personal use without it also playing a role in the identity performance

playing out on her other blogs.

Di↵erent styles (↵ = 0.63) Item µ (�) Loading

My blogs have di↵erent aesthetic styles. 0.72 (1.09) 0.639

It’s important for me to preserve the general aesthetic of
each of my blgos.

0.54 (1.09) 0.564

Table 3.10: Factor B3 (Crafting di↵erent aesthetic styles) captures motivations to main-
tain multiple profiles in order to craft multiple, distinct aesthetic styles.

Crafting di↵erent aesthetic styles

Factor B3, summarized in Table 3.10, contains items which relate to the ways in which

multiple profiles allow members to craft multiple, distinct styles, as simply described by

participant P4:

On [my primary blog], I have one aesthetic style that I really like, and on [my

secondary blog], I have another aesthetics style that I really like. [P4]

Sometimes the desire to post content with a certain aesthetic may conflict with the stylistic

expectations for an existing blog, spurring the decision to create a separate blog which can

accommodate and encapsulate this aesthetic by keeping it separate from existing blogs:
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[This blog] is basically me just being a moody high school girl, and I was like,

“I want a place to just post sad black and white pictures and not have it bum

out my other blog”, and just be like, “oh, look at me and my sad teen angst!”

[P8]

Social Norms (↵ = 0.71) Item µ (�) Loading

Stu↵ that I put on one of my blogs might be considered
questionable by certain people that I know.

0.21 (1.34) 0.687

Some people might not like one of my blogs because my
beliefs are di↵erent from theirs.

0.48 (1.20) 0.622

Stu↵ that I post on one blog might provoke a negative
reaction if I posted it on a di↵erent blog.

0.14 (1.26) 0.580

Table 3.11: Factor B4 (Navigating social norms) captures motivations for multiple profile
use as a strategy for dealing with worries about violating the social norms of part or all
of one’s audience.

Navigating social norms

Factor B4, summarized in Table 3.11, has a concentrated focus on uses of multiple profile

maintenance as a means of dealing with concerns about whether content might be “o↵en-

sive” to certain audiences. Participant P5, for instance, illustrated a specific case where

there was humorous content she wanted to reblog, but she was afraid it might o↵end her

co-workers.

The reblog blog is not [easy to find] because I keep posting stu↵ that can be

considered questionable to my Christian coworkers, and I just don’t want them

finding it...I noticed myself refraining from reblogging stu↵ that I thought was

funny but was not technically family-friendly. When I moved it to this blog, I

made a decision to not have to worry about that. [P5]
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Figure 3.3: This figure shows distributions of scores for factors capturing motivations for
maintaining multiple profiles (blogs) on Tumblr. We observe that the creation of multiple
profiles is most frequently motivated by a desire to separate content into di↵erent types
or craft di↵erent styles.

In this case, P5 was able to satisfy a desire to reblog funny content without o↵ending

coworkers by creating a new blog that was less linked to her professional identity. In the

case of P2, however, the concern was not about o↵ending people in her real life, but rather

going against what she perceived as the prevailing norms of the Tumblr community:

Listen, I love Tumblr, but at the same time I really hate it. It’s a huge echo

chamber for people’s political ideology, and if you don’t agree with someone,

you get doxxed or you get hate mail or something. So, I basically collect a

bunch of stu↵ that I hate and keep it o↵ my blogs so people don’t dox me

and send me hate mail. [P2]

By creating a separate blog, this member was able to collect these items in a place that

she could share with others, without eliciting negative reactions on one of her existing

blogs.
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Linkage Behavior Identity Content

� p � p

(Intercept) -0.619 — -0.217 —

Male 0.021 — 0.016 —
Age � 25 0.453 — -0.014 —
College grad -0.280 — -0.201 —

Separate content 0.290 — 0.026 —
Backstage actions 0.304 * 0.468 ***
Di↵erent styles 0.201 — 0.491 ***
Social norms -0.221 — -0.100 —

Table 3.12: Logistic regression models capturing the relationship between motivations for
creating multiple blogs and identity linkage across blogs. Members who create secondary
blogs to manage backstage actions are more likely to link their identity across blogs.
Those managing backstage actions or cultivating di↵erent styles are more likely to reblog
content between their blogs (* : p < 0.01, ** : p < 0.005, *** : p < 0.001).

3.5.2 Multiple profiles and regulation by linkage

As before, we can average over participants’ responses to marker items to create a com-

posite scale for each factor; scores for each factor are shown in Figure 3.3. In examining

relationships between motivations for maintaining multiple profiles and adoption of selec-

tive sharing practices, we focus specifically on behaviors related to regulation by linkage.

We again build two logistic regression models, using the same two dependent measures,

Linked Identity and Linked Content. For each measure, a logistic regression model com-

bining demographics with motives and uses for MPM as predictors fit the data signifi-

cantly better that a null model with just demographic variables (Identity: �2
(4) = 15.853,

p < 0.005, Content: �2
(4) = 34.267, p < 0.001).

Coe�cients for these models are reported in Table 3.12. Again, we observe no relationships

between demographic variables and adoption of practices related to regulation by linkage.

We observe that those who create secondary blogs in order to Coordinate Backstage

Actions are more likely to create linkages between their identities in di↵erent profiles; a
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1-point increase in this motivation as measured on the 5-point Likert scale increases the

odds of members agreeing that their identities on Tumblr are linked by 35.5%. Those who

create secondary blogs either to Coordinate Backstage Actions or to Maintain Di↵erent

Styles are more likely to reblog content between their profiles, a specific form of identity

linkage.

3.5.3 Discussion: Multiple profile maintenance on Tumblr

In this section, we have identified four factors which motivate Tumblr members to create

multiple profiles on the platform, in the form of secondary blogs. Some of motivations that

we observe, such as managing social norms and increasing relevance to one’s audience by

separating content have been identified in prior studies of audience management in social

networks (e.g. [148]), a finding which is echoed in the next chapter.

The use of secondary blogs to accomplish backstage actions shares some qualities with

the use of throwaway accounts in platforms such as Reddit for specific instrumental self-

disclosures [91], though secondary blogs may represent a persistent means of achieving

similar goals. We observe that those who create secondary blogs for the purposes of

Coordinating Backstage Actions (as oppose to other factors) are more likely to create

identity links between their profiles. One potential explanation may have to do with the

use of private profiles as a backstage for coordinating front-stage activities, such as using a

private blog to coordinate activities on a shared blog. Another potential explanation may

be that these links are asymmetric, where respondents are indicating that their public-

facing identity or content can be brought into their private, protected space, but not

vice-versa.

One motivation that we have identified, using multiple profiles to project di↵erent aesthetic

styles, has not previously been explored in depth in the literature on online selective self-

presentation. We observe that individuals who create multiple profiles to maintain di↵erent

aesthetic styles are more likely to reblog content between their blogs, indicating that
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separation of identity may be less important. These individuals want to present di↵erent

images of themselves, but are less concerned with maintaining rigid boundaries between

these images than individuals using multiple profiles to maintain, for instance, separate

personal and professional identities (e.g. [148]). Cultivating multiple styles may also serve

an acquisitive self-presentation function; as changes to aesthetic qualities of photos has

been shown to influence engagement [11], crafting di↵erent aesthetic styles may also serve

as a mechanism for engaging di↵erent types of audiences, or a larger audience overall.

As before, we raise the caveat that the factors identified here represent a subset of the

possible use cases for multiple profiles in the context of Tumblr. The four factors identified

here explain 39.1% of the variance in responses to the questionnaire items about MPM on

Tumblr. One category of items which arose in interviews but surprisingly didn’t coalesce

into a factor were concerns around separating life facets or aspects of one’s real-life identity,

which has previously been reported as a common concern around boundary regulation [45,

96]. It is possible, however, that this concept was split into concerns about content

separation and social norms; future investigation may be able to tease these issues apart

more clearly.

3.6 Discussion

In this paper, we have explored the use of multiple profiles as a strategy for selective

sharing in the context of Tumblr, a blogging and community platform. We identified six

motivations for participation on Tumblr, in the form of blogging: participating in a shared-

interest community, supporting others, having a place for specific content, revisiting and

reminiscing, cultivating an aesthetic collection, and seeking attention.

We have illustrated how measuring the strength of these motivations can aid us in pre-

dicting which Tumblr members will adopt various selective sharing practices, including

the creation of multiple profiles, in the form of secondary blogs. As an example, we
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have observed that Tumblr members who are motivated to support others are more likely

to create multiple profiles and to reblog content across them, illustrating an example of

multiple profile use which may be separate from identity or self-presentation concerns.

We have similarly identified four motivations associated with the use of multiple profiles

within Tumblr: separating content, coordinating backstage actions, maintaining di↵erent

styles, and navigating social norms. We find that members motivated by (backstage

actions and di↵erent styles) are more likely to create identity linkages across their profiles,

illustrating potentially novel use cases for multiple profile management.

Our findings about motivations for Tumblr use and their relationship to activity on Tumblr

and adoption of selective sharing practices point to several ways in which platforms such

as Tumblr enable a type of identity performance and self-presentation that is not available

in other settings which require the use of a single identity. We discuss three of these

themes in some detail below:

3.6.1 A place for everything, and everything in its place

The motivations we identified for blogging and multiple profile usage on Tumblr intersected

with many di↵erent topics and types of content; our interviewees walked us through blogs

touching on these di↵erent motivations which covered collaborative storytelling, academic

work, pornography, personal artistic endeavors, purely visual aesthetic blogs, and more.

The ability to create an arbitrary number of secondary blogs created myriad ways in

which the platform could be used to segment and separate di↵erent types of content.

One interesting e↵ect appeared to be allaying concerns about NSFW (not safe for work)

content, which might cause di�culties on other social platforms. Some participants in

our interviews were unconcerned about reblogging NSFW images, treating it simply as

another type of content, as they could be shielded by the relative anonymity of a particular

blog.
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Others created secondary blogs for innovative purposes, including one participant, P2, who

created a secondary blog just to catalog content reblogged from the Tumblr community

that she “hated”. In describing bloggers who were ‘unconcerned about privacy’, Nardi et

al. provide a single example of one blogger who maintained both a private and a public

blog [115]. These example how the use of multiple profiles can reduce these concerns by

providing a place for all types of content that an individual wishes to share.

3.6.2 Identity presentation through curation

Tumblr is, more than most other social platforms, a curatorial medium, where engagement

often takes the form of selecting and reblogging from the material that you have seen.

Referring a↵ectionately to the focus on reblogging, one participant eloquently referred to

Tumblr as the “big garbage patch of the internet revolving around itself” [P3].

Reblogging is a complex action, which can be used to enact many of the motivations for

contribution that we have described: to show someone you’re listening, to provide a boost

of attention for someone’s content, to archive something for later and potentially re-visit.

Maintaining multiple profiles provides a mechanism for disentangling the many meanings

of reblogging. By creating a secondary blog, a member can suddenly reblog content for

archival purposes without the secondary e↵ect of altering one’s identity performance.

The fact that cultivating an aesthetic collection or style came up as motivations not only

for content-sharing on Tumblr but also for creating separate blogs points to the ways

in which curation can represent a particular kind of identity performance. When Hogan

characterizes posting to social media as a form of exhibition, he references the ways in

which a individual presents content that he or she has created, such as status updates or

photographs [62]. Reblogging enables a particular type of identity presentation which is

enacted through others’ content: an exhibition of ‘found art’.

Multiple profiles on Tumblr and other sites allow members to project more than one

identity simultaneously, which may have uses beyond navigating collapsed contexts [109,
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110, 161]. Even when these identities are explicitly linked, through use of real names or

pseudonyms across blogs, sidebar links, or reblogged content, it may still be helpful to

have more than one ‘front-stage’ in which to craft performances. In this way, members

can express more aspects of their personality and identity without overwhelming a single

channel.

3.6.3 Beyond boundary regulation

Prior work on boundary regulation in social media has often focused on how various

mechanisms can be used to separate known audiences [32, 148, 159, 170]. For several of

the Tumblr members that we interviewed, creating multiple blogs was less about drawing

boundaries through existing audiences, and more about attracting and engaging with

new audiences. Some of these participants had primary or secondary blogs with tens of

thousands of followers, an audience much larger than they might have access to ”IRL” or

on other social platforms, such as Facebook.

Maintaining multiple blogs a↵ords members the ability to craft their performances in order

to suit the audience that they hope to engage with. One interview participant, P4, had a

primary blog with over 20,000 followers. She commented on the diversity of her audience,

describing how she tuned the language of her posts to make it more widely accessible:

I have such a large audience, and it’s weird because I never intended to...It

just happened. When I post things, I’m more aware of who’s looking, so I

might change my language a little bit more to appeal to my audience so they

know exactly what I’m talking about. [P4]

While she had many positive things to say about her followers, she also described how

a large audience creates expectations for the content that she could post on her primary

blog, which motivated the need for a secondary blog which explored alternate topics:

I would say having a lot of followers is a little overrated...The downside is just

expectations. A lot of people always wanting you to present yourself a certain
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way, or feeling like you’re an object, like you yourself are a resource. It’s a

weird thing, where people expect things of you that you never really agreed

to. [P4]

Rather than rejecting the notion of crafting an identity for others [109], these individuals

are aware of these large audiences and their expectations. They use indirect but available

cues, such as follower counts and feedback on posts, to adjust their performances, like

DJ’s trying to read a virtual room [137]. Studying boundary regulation in these contexts,

where individuals start to serve as conduits of entertainment or information content for

mass audiences, represents an interesting area of future study.

3.6.4 Future directions

While there are many directions we would like to take this work, there are two which

clearly emerge from our findings. The first is to expand our coverage of motivations on

Tumblr. The results of each factor analysis indicated that the identified motivations were

only a subset of the possible latent factors explaining participants’ responses to our survey

items; in future work, we could reduce our survey size by focusing on additional factors

that we believe are likely to be of importance, perhaps allowing us to reach a larger set

of respondents.

A second application of our work would be to apply this methodology to various mecha-

nisms for selective sharing on di↵erent platforms. Multiple profiles are just one example of

such a mechanism, along with friend lists and groups; there is no reason why the method

used here couldn’t be applied easily to understanding why some platform members make

use of these other mechanisms for managing selective access to content in various systems.

One could apply this same approach to understanding which individuals use friend lists

on Facebooks or join private sub-reddits, for instance. We are eager to see future work

which maps the relationships between participation motivations and sharing practices in

this way.
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3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have addressed the question of why some members of social media

platforms adopt selective sharing platforms, while others do not; we answered this question

looking specifically at the use of multiple profiles in Tumblr. Identifying common motiva-

tions for participating on Tumblr, we illustrated how these motivations predict adoption

of various selective sharing practices, in ways that other member-level features, such as

demographics, do not. We have further identified common motivations for multiple profile

maintenance in a social media platform; we believe that this is a novel contribution to

the literature on identity management and boundary regulation in online social settings.

In addition, we contribute two survey scales for measuring the strengths of these motiva-

tions, which are detailed in the Appendix, along with additional information about how

items loaded across factors.

This study focused on the adoption of general practices for selective self-presentation, but

did not look in detail at the contextual factors which inform selective sharing decisions for

individual pieces of content. What motivates platform members to share specific pieces of

content? How do these members make use of available technical mechanisms to separate

parts of their audience and manage selective self-presentation across these groups? In the

next chapter, I will explore these aspects of selective sharing in greater detail.
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Chapter 4

Considerations Informing Access

Control Decisions

In this dissertation, we have framed selective sharing practices as functional a↵ordances,

or ‘goal-oriented possibilities for action’ [106]. In the previous chapter, we examined the

first part of this definition – the motivations which separated individuals who engaged in

selective sharing actions and those who did not. In this chapter, we focus on the other

half. Specifically, for members of a social platform who are aware of available mechanisms

for selective sharing and motivated to use them, we aim to understand what actions that

they take. Specifically, we ask: how do they make decisions about what to share, and

with whom?

In this chapter, I describe a study aimed at answering these questions by examining early

usage of the field trial of Google+. Google+ was marketed extensively as one of the

first social networking systems designed from the ground up to support selective self-

presentation, through the use of ‘Circles’. By studying early adopters of this system, we

can minimize our concerns about awareness of technical mechanisms to support selective

sharing or the motivations for their use, and instead focus on how they are used.
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At a high level, the goal of the study presented in this chapter is to map the intersecting

factors which guide sharing decisions for individual pieces of content. Knowing how to

model these factors would be an important discovery both for theory and for practical

applications. In terms of theory, mapping these considerations can help us better un-

derstand needs around selective self-presentation, both o✏ine and online. Our hope for

practical applications is that mapping these considerations can allow us to build systems

which support platform members in making selective sharing decisions more easily and

e↵ectively.1

4.1 Related Work

This chapter focuses on understanding how Google+ members, motivated to engage in

selective sharing, make decisions about how to direct content to appropriate subsets of

their audience. To provide context for our findings, we briefly review some prior studies

on how individuals use friend lists to manage overlapping audiences and motivations for

sharing content on social platforms.

4.1.1 Managing overlapping audiences with friend lists

Circles are an example of an access control mechanism which allow individuals to target

content at particular audiences; a similar mechanism is the ‘friend list’ on Facebook [77,

160]. Using these mechanisms requires individuals to categorize one’s audience into smaller

groupings; a task which can challenge those with even moderately-sized networks.

Prior empirical study of how individuals make these groupings show that they rely on a

number of overlapping constructs. These can include separations already explicitly created

1This chapter represents work performed in collaboration with Mike Brzozowski, David Hu↵aker, and
Ed Chi. A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the proceedings of ACM CHI
2012, as [74].
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in the platform, such as ‘groups’ or ‘communities’ [76, 89], which may set their own access

control perimeters. These may also include individuals’ perceptions of implicit separations,

on the basis of tie strength [32, 37, 71], communities of interest or practice [32, 37], life

facets [89], or social circles defined by specific friends [37, 71, 79].

These conceptual groupings may not end up being useful in practice for tasks requiring

access control [79]. Life changes, such as the end of a relationship, may radically shift pref-

erences around who has access to content, requiring re-evaluation of these groups [134].

As a result, prior experimental studies have illustrated that expected audiences for content

shared using these groups frequently don’t match the actual audience reached [98, 103].

4.1.2 Characterizing what content is shared

One method for characterizing the content shared in social platforms is through content

analysis. Because private and selectively-shared content is, by nature, not publicly view-

able, we focus here on studies of content shared in broadcast settings, including blogs and

microblogging services, such as Twitter.

Blood conducted one of the earliest attempts to categorize blogs, separating them into

three types: filters (sharing information about external events), personal journals (sharing

one’s thoughts and experiences), and notebooks (longer-form pieces on either internal

or external topics) [18]. Herring observed a similar breakdown in a later study [59],

and subsequent longitudinal study revealed a steady pattern in which personal journals

comprised the majority of blogs, over time [60]. These patterns appear to be true across

cultures, as well; content analysis of Polish blogs by Trammell et al. also found that these

were dedicated predominantly to personal thoughts or feelings [154].

Early study of Twitter by Java et al. categorized posts into four categories: daily chatter

(sharing about one’s thoughts or activities), conversations, information-sharing, and news-

reporting [67]. A later study by Honeycutt and Herring found that talking about oneself

remained to be the most common type of Tweet as the service grew [63]. Naaman et al.
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examined tweet content, categorizing sharers into two types: ‘Me-formers’ (who shared

about themselves) and ‘Informers’ (who shared to inform others). Comparative analysis

has indicated that status updates on Facebook may be more emotional and interpersonal

than those on Twitter, which are more casual and focused on impression management [95].

The study in this chapter deviates in two ways from this prior work. First, because Google+

captures selective sharing, members may choose to share di↵erent types of content than

in networks for more public, broadcasting activities. Second, in contrast with external

content analysis, this study asks individuals directly about their own shared content, in

order to ascertain their perceived motivations for sharing.

4.2 Research Context and Questions

In this section, I will briefly describe Google+ as a platform and how it supports selective

sharing through friend lists, in the form of ‘Circles’. I will then outline our specific research

questions about the motivations and considerations which inform sharing contexts for

individual pieces of content.

4.2.1 Selective sharing in Google+

Google+, a social networking service launched into field trial by Google in the summer of

2011, was designed to address some of the di�culties that social platform members had

in managing friend lists for designating access to content. To aid individuals in selectively

sharing content with common sub-groups of their networks, Google+ introduced ‘Circles’,

an intuitive visual interface for organizing contacts.

Like ‘friend lists’ on platforms such as Facebook, Circles are member-created groupings

of contacts, which may be hierarchical or overlapping, allowing individuals a great deal of

flexibility in organizing their networks. Each time someone shares a piece of content, he
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or she makes a contextual decision about the audience with whom to share it; content

can be shared publicly or shared selectively to one or more circles. Individuals can also

share to ‘friends of friends’ by selecting an ‘Extended Circles’ option, though this feature

is not analyzed in detail in the present work.

In addition, specific individuals can be referenced through the use of a ‘+Mention’. Men-

tioning members of one’s network individually in this way enables one to target content

directly at them. Use of a ‘+Mention’ when sharing to a wider audience can be a means

of notifying the mentioned individual and directing their attention to the post, similar

to a ’@mention’ on Twitter. In addition to providing a simple mechanism for selective

sharing, Circles also support selective consumption. Google+ members can filter their in-

coming stream in order to see content being shared only by members of a specific Circle.

While sharing with specific groups is possible in other OSNs, Google+ o↵ered a unique

opportunity for study at the time this research was conducted, as it represented the first

widely-deployed system with such a ‘selective sharing’ mechanism built in from the start.

4.2.2 Research questions

This chapter is motivated by a desire to understand the who, why, and how of sharing

decisions. Specifically, the study focuses on the contextual factors which inform social

media platform members’ decisions about sharing individual pieces of content, in the

context of sharing with Circles on Google+. In exploring this topic, I pose the following

specific research questions:

RQ1 How do Google+ members utilize Circles to organize their networks?

RQ2 What common motivations influence Google+ members to share content?

RQ3 What factors do members consider when choosing an audience for a piece of

content that they wish to share?
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4.3 Data Collection and Methods

In this study, we adopt a mixed-methods approach, synthesizing findings from our analysis

of aggregate usage logs, surveys, and interviews with active Google+ members.

4.3.1 Usage logs

We collected two sets of data from Google+ usage logs for use in our analysis, one

focusing on patterns of use of sharing settings and the other capturing common patterns

in names applied to member-generated Circles. Each dataset captures usage at a high-

level, aggregated across all members of the platform, to avoid compromising the privacy

of individuals, consistent with the goals of preserving member privacy which motivated

the development of Google+ in the first place.

Aggregate usage of sharing settings

To understand how selective sharing fit into the larger ecosystem of sharing decisions, we

first examined logs of per-member sharing choices aggregated over a single week (July

20-26, 2011).

Member IDs were hashed and sampled randomly from the population of members who

had shared at least once during the data collection period, providing a representative

sample of 100,000 active members. To preserve individual privacy, we did not conduct

any analysis concerning use of specific Circles, but rather restricted our analysis to Public

(posts shared using the ‘Public’ setting), Selective (posts shared to one or more Circles),

and Targeted (posts shared using an ‘+Mention’) sharing. To ensure comparability with

the results from the survey and interview studies, we restricted our analysis to those who

were sharing on the desktop web application, resulting in a data set of 64,005 members

who had shared content during this week.
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Commonly-applied Circle names

Individuals who join Google+ are initially presented with a set of four default Circles:

Family, Friends, Acquaintances, and Following (the last Circle intended primarily for con-

sumption). Members are then able to rename these Circles or create additional Circles to

serve their needs. In order to identify common considerations governing how individuals

organized their networks, we examined names frequently used for custom Circles. Our in-

tuition here was that frequently occurring patterns in these names might reveal widespread

needs that Google+ members had for selective sharing and consumption of information.

Data Our data was drawn from a snapshot taken on September 6, 2011 of the names

of all non-empty member-created Circles (thus excluding all Circles with names matching

the defaults). We focused our analysis on the top 1,000 most common names in order

to identify common needs; this pattern also avoided the possibly privacy risk of revealing

personal or idiosyncratic names which might identify specific people. Capitalization and

punctuation di↵erences were ignored when counting names, but no stemming was per-

formed. The names in this data set covered 34.5% of all non-empty Circles in members’

accounts at the time this snapshot was taken.

Coding In coding Circle names, we adopted the following conservative approach, draw-

ing on Hsieh’s definition of ‘conventional content analysis’ [65]. We first looked at patterns

in the 50 most common Circle names to develop four labels. One author then coded the

entire list (the top 1,000) using these labels, coding all uncategorized Circles as ‘other’.

This method ensured categorization of the most common names, and thus wider coverage

overall. Non-English names were translated using Google Translate; ambiguous transla-

tions were cross-referenced against occurrences on pages found through Google search.

While this approach may seem overly reductive, the brevity of Circle names makes inferring

individual intent di�cult in many cases. As Circle names are created for private, rather
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than public use, names often contained abbreviations, ideolectic slang, or terms with mul-

tiple or ambiguous meanings. A second author independently categorized the first 100

names to assess inter-rater reliability, Cohen’s  = 0.91 indicated high agreement on label

assignments.

4.3.2 Survey study

As our aim was to understand the behavior of social platform members who were actively

engaged in sharing decisions, we chose to focus our analysis on Google+ members who

had familiarity with the platform and a history of shared content. An initial recruitment

survey was posted on Google+ which collected demographic and general information about

Google+ usage; through snowball sampling, this survey was completed by approximately

2500 respondents. From this initial pool, 300 respondents were invited to participate in

our follow-up survey via the following criteria: each had at least 4 Circles containing a

total of at least 30 members, had shared at least 5 items, and reported visiting Google+

at least once a week.

168 (56.1% response rate) individuals participated in our follow-up survey capturing as-

pects of Circle management and sharing preferences. In six cases, follow-up survey re-

sponses could not be matched to an response on the initial survey, meaning that demo-

graphic information could not be collected for these respondents; we thus report demo-

graphic information for the 162 surveys for which this was possible.

Respondents were primarily (74.2%) male and ranged widely in age (µ = 35.0, � = 8.3).

Almost all participants (98.8%) used other social media platforms at least weekly, with

YouTube (89.5%), Facebook (82.7%), Twitter (72.2%), and LinkedIn (45.1%) being the

most popular. While occupations were skewed towards technology-focused positions, we

observed a wide range of professions, including several lawyers, IT consultants, artists,

analysts, and software developers.
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Measures

Beyond the demographic and usage questions collected in the initial survey, this survey

probed further about the frequency of use of various sharing settings and the types of

content shared. A portion of the survey was dedicated to a critical incident report about

the item that each individual had most recently shared; participants uncomfortable with

discussing their most recently-shared post had the option to discuss another item, with

14 of our participants choosing to do so.

Sharing and audience choices In characterizing reasons why individuals shared con-

tent and factors considered when choosing an audience with which to share, we utilized

a grounded approach to coding and categorizing responses to the following two questions

about respondents’ recently shared posts:

• Please describe this post and why you shared it

• Please describe the audience that you chose and why you chose to share this content

with them.

In coding responses to these two questions, we adopted an approach similar to that used

by Naaman, et al. [114]. For each question, two authors worked together to develop a

coding scheme using 50 responses sampled from the data; each author then independently

coded half of the remaining responses in order to identify additional labels which might

apply. Participants often gave rich responses touching on multiple reasons; thus, labels

were not mutually exclusive.

After agreeing on a complete set of labels, each author then went through and re-coded

the full set of responses. Finally, these two authors discussed each coding discrepancy in

order to reconcile it. These labels were then used to generate the higher-level categories

discussed below. Because complete agreement was reached between coders, as in Naaman

et al. [114], we do not report inter-rater reliability measures; however, secondary coding
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by the other two authors on 10% of the data revealed at least moderate agreement for

each of the high-level categories.

It should be noted that the goal in each of these cases was to identify patterns in the

self-reported ‘reasons’ why individuals made particular decisions. This goal is distinct from

and complementary to prior work on describing message content from the perspective of

consumers in social media streams [63, 67, 114].

4.3.3 Interview study

From the set of respondents who completed the follow-up survey, 12 were chosen to

participate in a 1-hour remote interview about their Google+ usage. Interview participants

were selected such that they lived in the United States in order to avoid language fluency

issues and balanced by gender, but otherwise matched the demographics of the overall

population initially surveyed.

Measures

Interviewees first provided a walk-through of how they used the product (10-15 minutes),

and then answered questions about their management of contacts, including in-depth

questions about their most heavily-used Circles (10-15 minutes). The interview also in-

cluded a critical incident portion similar to that administered in the surveys, in which

participants discussed 3 or 4 posts recently shared (15-20 minutes, in total). The remain-

der of the interview was used to collect general product feedback.

Management of Contacts During the interviews, participants were asked to identify

the Circles with which they ‘interacted’ most frequently, where the nature of interaction

(e.g. sharing, consumption, conversation) was left open-ended. For each Circle identified,

participants responded to two sets of statements describing the Circle, using one of two
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Sharing Type % Members % Items

Public 33.9% 33.8%
Selective 74.8% 67.6%
Targeted 10.3% 5.8%

Table 4.1: This table shows aggregate use of di↵erent sharing options (Public, Selective,
and Targeted) over a 1-week period in July 2011. The middle column reports percentages
of Google+ members choosing each option at least once during the week; the right-most
column reports percentages of total items shared by the same set of members.

5-point Likert scales. The first scale ranged in level of agreement from Strongly Disagree

(1) to Strongly Agree (5), while the second scale ranged over the proportion of Circle

members to which the statement applied, from None (1) to All (5).

Questions were informed by prior study of Facebook friend grouping [71], and were de-

signed to test the extent to which Circles represented distinct social cliques, collections

of weak or strong ties, common organizations, or connections to a common geographical

location or episode in the individual’s life. In addition, informed by our analysis of Circle

names, we also included questions to probe whether Circles connected individuals on the

basis of topical interest.

4.4 General Sharing Patterns

We start by examining general patterns with respect to how Circles were used, within the

larger context of Google+ use. I first report on findings about sharing settings observed

from our analysis of usage logs aggregated over a 1-week period in July 2011. I will then

examine more closely patterns of use for our sample of survey respondents.
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4.4.1 Aggregate use of sharing settings

In Table 4.1, we report information on aggregate sharing patterns observed in our analysis

of usage logs from a 1-week period in July 2011. In the first column, we see that about

three quarter (74.8%) of Google+ members who shared during this period engaged in

selective sharing using Circles at least once. Portions of the population engaging in public

(33.9%) and targeted (10.3%) sharing were smaller, but still significant, indicating that

at least some individuals were employing multiple sharing options.

The second column displays percentages of all items shared using these options; here, we

see that 67.6% of all items were shared using Circles and 33.8% of all items were shared

publicly (these percentages add up to more than 100% since some individuals combined

sharing options for posts). We note that sharing a post both publicly and to Circles

functioned the same as sharing the post publicly alone; this pattern in the data signaled

that a small portion of individuals have been mistaken about the function of Circles and

were expressing additional needs for selective sharing aside from access control.

4.4.2 Self-reported sharing patterns

Survey participants were asked to report on how frequently they shared various types of

content. Sharing of URLs and photos was common: 134 of our 168 respondents (79.8%)

indicated that they shared URLs ‘often’ or ‘always’, and 138 (82.1%) reported sharing

photos at least ‘occasionally’. Sharing of videos and locations was less prevalent, with 76

respondents (45.2%) sharing videos and 114 (67.9%) sharing locations ‘rarely’ or ‘never’.

Participants also reported on how often they utilized each sharing option. 144 respondents

(85.7%) reported at least occasional use of the ‘Public’ setting, hinting at the possibility

that the active Google+ members that we surveyed were more comfortable sharing publicly

than the general population (see Table 4.1). Patterns for public and selective sharing were

generally similar, but participants reported sharing to individuals less frequently overall.
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4.4.3 Discussion

In this section, we have examined how selective sharing fits into the larger context of

sharing patterns for early members of Google+. Examining a week’s worth of sharing

activity across the platform, we observe the majority of members sharing at least some

content selectively, indicating wide awareness and use of these controls. This pattern of use

illustrates ways in which the behavior of our study population deviates from that observed

in prior study of other social platforms, where participants tend to lean heavily on default

settings [1, 19, 55, 103]. The wider use of public sharing among our survey respondents

indicates that this sub-population may be more comfortable sharing widely than the larger

member population, presenting some context for our findings in the following sections.

4.5 Considerations for Audience Management

In this sub-section, we first report our findings from analysis of common circle names.

We then extend these findings with observations from our interview study. Quotes from

surveys and interviews provide greater detail for some observed phenomena; interview

subjects are designated using a unique identifier [P*], while survey quotes are unmarked.

Typographical errors in participants’ quotes are corrected using brackets for clarity.

4.5.1 Labels developed from usage logs

The set of labels developed in our coding of the top 1,000 most commonly-used custom

Circle names fell into two high-level categories: life facets and tie strength.

Life Facets This first category contained two subordinate labels, work and school.

Circle names labeled work contained synonyms or translations for words such as ‘work’ or

‘professional’ or explicitly denoted business relationship (e.g. ‘employees’, ‘customers’).
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Rank Work School Strong Weak Other

10 74.1% 13.8% 7.2% 0.0% 4.9%
100 47.5% 16.0% 9.0% 3.5% 24.0%
1000 31.4% 12.6% 8.8% 4.0% 43.1%

All Circles 10.8% 4.3% 3.0% 1.4% —

Table 4.2: This table shows the results of our coding of the top 1000 most common names
for member-defined Circles. This shows assignment of Circle names to high-level labels
for the top 10, 100, and 1000 most common. The percentages reported in the bottom
row represent strict lower bounds on category representation across the entire data set.

Names labeled as school contained synonyms or translations for words such as ‘school’

or ‘college’ or explicitly denoted academic relationships (e.g. ‘professors’, ‘students’).

Specific company and school names were excluded from this category, as it was impossible

to resolve ambiguity over Circle creators’ relationships with those names. Individuals may,

for example, create a ‘Google’ Circle for sharing content about Google products rather

than for sharing or connecting with Google employees.

Tie Strength This second category also contained two subordinate labels, strong ties

and weak ties. Circles were labeled as strong ties if their names applied modifiers denoting

closeness (e.g. ‘close’, ‘best’, ‘inner’) to common relations, such as ‘friends’ or ‘family’.

We also included specific relationships such as ‘girlfriend’ or ‘husband’ and common slang

for close ties (e.g. ‘BFFs’). Circles labeled as weak ties included words denoting distance

(e.g. ‘other’, ‘random’, ‘extended’) or words otherwise implying limited knowledge about

Circle constituents (e.g. ‘unknown’, ‘don’t know’, or ‘WTF’).

4.5.2 Patterns in common Circle names

In Table 4.2, we report results from labeling the top 10, 100, and 1000 most commonly

used Circle names. Each row presents a di↵erent view on the representation of the various

labels in the data. The first row indicates that the work label covers 74.1% of all Circles
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with names matching the top 10 most frequently occurring member-defined names. We

note here that the work, school, and strong ties labels cover almost all of the Circles in

this group (the 10th most common name, categorized as other, was the empty string).

Expanding out view to the top 100 most frequently-used names, we see that Circles

pertaining to ‘school’ and tie strength occupy a greater portion of this data set, while the

names become increasingly di�cult to categorize.

We observe that a large portion (34.5%) of all member-defined Circles have names which

match those in our list of the 1000 most commonly-used names. Using this information,

we can set a strict lower bound on the number of Circles which receive each type of

label, illustrated in the bottom row of Table 4.2. We observe that Circles pertaining

to Life Facets (work and school) represent at least 15.1% of all Circles, indicating that

these particular facets of life are commonly important dimensions for selective sharing and

consumption of content. Circles pertaining to tie strength occupy at least 4.4% of all

custom Circles, an amount which is smaller, but still substantial.

The prevalence of Circles focused on professional life is consistent with prior hypotheses

about specific sharing needs related to workplace OSN use [2, 16, 138]. To examine if this

pattern was consistent across cultures, we looked at the most common Circle names in

10 languages popular among members of Google+, finding that the most common name

in each translated into either ‘work’ or ‘colleague’.

Though the coding approach used here was fairly conservative, it provides the advantage

of being rather unambiguous while covering a large percentage of names across the data

set. Still, we also discovered tremendous diversity among the common member-defined

names categorized as other which invite further study. Observing the top 10 most com-

mon member-defined names categorized as other “church”, “music”, “google”, “tech”,

“twitter”, “photographers”, “celebrities”, “news”, and “relatives” hints that Circles based

on topical interest may be common as well, a theme which will arise again in our discus-

sion of how our interview participants reported using Circles to organize their contacts for

sharing and consumption.
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4.5.3 Themes from interviews

During our interviews, the majority of participants discussed three Circles; two discussed

only two due to time constraints. As part of the discussion about each Circle, participants

responded to several specific prompts using Likert scales. Aided by a k-means cluster-

ing algorithm using these responses, we manually identified 4 common types of Circles

discussed by participants:

Inner circle The first cluster contained Circles which represented small, tightly-knit

groups composed of members who were strongly tied to the individual. These Circles

had names such as ‘Family’, ‘Inner Circle’, or ‘Tell-All’. When discussing these Circles,

participants tended to describe them as groups of others to whom they could say anything:

“These people pretty much know the ‘unfiltered’ me.” [P1]; “I don’t have to be discreet

in any way with them.” [P2].

Structured groups Circles in the second cluster often represent structured groups.

Members of Circles in this cluster often shared common interests, belonged to common

organizations (either o✏ine or online), and were likely to know one another, but not

necessarily the individual who had created the Circle. Examples included ‘Church/Ministry’

(“Pretty much anyone who has anything to do with my church or Christian ministry”

[P11]), ‘Google Big Wigs’ (“Everyone that I’ve heard that’s on G+ that works for Google”

[P12]), and ‘eGRC’ (an industry-specific Circle: “Employees, clients, former clients...”

[P3]).

Interest groups The third cluster contained Circles which grouped members with com-

mon interests, but without other links, such as a common location or organization. Ex-

amples of these included ‘Knitters’ (“I know them from Ravelry...I know some of them

by name, most of them by screen name” [P7]) and ‘Photogs’ (“I pretty much throw any

photographer in there.” [P12]).
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Catch-all The fourth type of Circle appeared to collect members who were unrelated or

loosely-related. The intent behind creating these Circles as a way of sectioning o↵ weaker

connections was evident from some of the names used: ‘Possible Friends’, ‘Acquaintances’,

‘Everything Else’.

4.5.4 Discussion

Analysis of common names for member-created Circles reflects a need to manage content

separately for di↵erent life facets (with a focus on ‘professional’ life) and according to tie

strength; these findings were echoed by those from our interview study with early adopters

of Google+. Specifically, we observed our interview participants frequently managing

contacts according to tie strength, creating ‘Inner Circles’ for sharing personal information

with strong ties and ‘Catch-All’ Circles for weak ties (with whom they might share more

conservatively). This finding suggests that metaphors from the sharing of physical space

in interactions [57] may translate online. Log analysis and interview findings suggested

that topical interest may also be an important grouping factor, and future study may

reveal the extent to which this is true.

We note that the heuristics for grouping which emerged from the needs of these active

platform members di↵erent in some ways from those identified in prior simulated studies

of friend grouping [71], revealing that groupings may evolve as a result of longitudinal

engagement with the system. Despite their already-short tenure on the site at the time

of study, many respondents frequently referenced future plans to modify Circles based on

sharing or consumption challenges experienced during use, suggesting that the complexity

of these real-life boundaries might make them di�cult to infer automatically.
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4.6 Why individuals share on Google+

Of the 168 individuals who participated in our survey, 166 submitted responses which

could be coded to the prompt, “Please describe this post and why you shared it.” In this

section, I describe the results of our content analysis of the reasons that they provided.

4.6.1 Motivations for sharing content

Our analysis of these responses yielded four primary themes:

A1 Inherent value of content

A2 Sharing about self

A3 Discourse

A4 Evangelism

I discuss each of these themes below, using quotes from our surveys and interviews as ex-

amples which may shed light on how these themes relate to real use cases for Google+ and

similar social platforms. As in the previous chapter, interview participants are identified

throughout using codes [P1-12].

Inherent value of content (59.0% of responses)

When explaining why they shared a particular piece of content, survey respondents were

most likely to report being motivated by the inherent value of the content itself (98/166,

or 59.0%). In half of these cases (49), respondents explicitly stated that they assumed

that others would value the content as well, indicating that these individuals are actively

reflecting on the consumption needs of others. Content was most frequently deemed

valuable because it was topcially ‘interesting’ or generally ‘exciting’ or ‘cool’ in some way

(48/166, or 28.9% of responses). One survey respondent described why he shared a post

containing a book recommendation:
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I shared this content because, as listed in the post, I have been reading this

particular book and I love it! I am very much into the subject matter and

wanted to share this information so that those that are following me would

know that it was a good book (according to me) and to get into a discussion

started about the subject matter.

Another common reason for deeming content as valuable was because it was ‘funny’,

‘amusing’, or ‘silly’ (24/166, or 14.5%). Content in this category included quotations,

personal stories, and humorous pictures or videos. One respondent reported sharing a

quote because it was an “amusing and accurate generalization of the activities that make

up our lives,” while another who shared a humorous picture simply proclaimed, “I re-shared

it because I thought it was funny as hell!” [P12]. 16/166 respondents (9.6%) indicated in

their responses that they shared content because it was ‘informative’ or ‘useful’. Half of

these posts were about Google+ itself, perhaps an artifact of the novelty of the service at

the time, though prior work [63] has shown that this type of meta-commentary is evident

in other social media systems, as well.

Finally, a few respondents reported sharing content because it was positive in nature,

though not explicitly useful or funny (8/166, or 4.8%). These responses described content

that was ‘heartwarming’ or ‘enjoyable’. One survey respondent, who had shared a YouTube

video of a man singing old TV theme songs indicated that it was “very nostalgic” and

thought that “other people...might enjoy it in the same way.” An interview participant

who shared a story about an elderly knitting enthusiast had this to say, “It just struck me

as such a sweet story...it wasn’t just something that would appeal to knitters, it would

appeal to people in general” [P9]. Motivation to share in these cases generally seemed

connected to a desire to elicit positive emotion in others.

Sharing about self (25.9% of responses)

Another theme which frequently emerged from respondents’ descriptions of why they

shared was a desire to share about oneself. Of the 43 (25.9%) responses in this category,
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only 4 explicitly or implicitly mentioned considerations about whether others would find

the content appealing, suggesting that the underlying motivations in these cases di↵ered

fundamentally from those in the prior category. Within this group, the most frequently

referenced reason for sharing was a desire to share one’s personal experiences with others

(19/166, or 11.4%). These ranged widely from sharing brief updates, such as “just

updating my friends on what I was up to” to long posts with strong emotional content.

For example, one survey respondent who had posted about her long struggle with weight

management, described what had motivated her to share her story with her audience:

I am feeling very frustrated about my (lack of) weight loss, and I wanted

to explain a bit of my background to my followers, and ask the collective to

help me a big when my self-discipline is lacking, {especially} about skipping

Weight watchers meetings.

A number of survey respondents (16/166, or 9.6%) indicated a desire to share personal

opinions or commentary; in the majority (10) of these cases, respondents were commenting

on technology products, a trend which, again, may be representative of the early-adopting

population that we studied.

Discourse (16.9% of responses)

An additional theme bridging the two primary categories listed above wasa desire to start

or participate in a discussion (28/166, or 16.9%). This frequently focused on soliciting

help or information from others. These ranged from immediate information needs (“I need

to be helped out by getting an information about printing several documents at once.”)

to general topical inquiries (“I have been checking to see when the app Instagram would

be coming out for Android and could not find a definitive answer.”).

In other cases (13/166, or 7.8%), participants were motivated to start or participate in

a discussion on a topic of interest. In many of these cases, posts focused on general

interest topics (e.g. news, current events). One participant living in Virginia, who we had
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interviewed the day after the 2011 Virginia Earthquake, described how she shared in order

to solicit additional information about the event:

When we had the earthquake...I geo-tagged it hoping that people around me

could see it as well and maybe...contribute to it as far as whether they felt it

or not. [P5]

In other cases, discussions were specifically targeted towards a sub-group of connections

with shared interests. One respondent gave the following context for a post about a

knitting project:

There is a knit-along going on specifically for g+ so I was sharing my project

status with the other knitters. Many of the other knitters are sharing project

photos, so I wanted to add mine too.

Evangelism (6.6% of responses

Another less-common, but prevalent, category of reasons given for sharing content was

a desire to raise awareness on behalf of another person or cause. The majority of the

survey responses which received this label (11/166, or 6.6%) included posts intended

to spread information about specific events or work being conducted by others so that

recipients could appreciate, attend, or contribute. Others sought to spread awareness of

general topics, such as this interview participant, a photographer who shared a post about

undue harassment that other photographers had been receiving from police o↵ers when

photographing government buildings:

My hope was to raise awareness of the issue, and at some point, I invite people

to duplicate the experience in their town. A little bit of activism attached to

this one. [P12]
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4.6.2 Discussion

Based on feedback from active Google+ members, we have identified two primary reasons

for sharing pieces of content. The first stemmed from the inherent value of the content

itself; in this case, sharers deemed a particular piece of content to be useful, funny, or

interesting enough for others to consume). The second reason for sharing stemmed from

a desire to share about oneself, with participants satisfying a desire to relate their personal

experiences and opinions to others. Less prevalent reasons included engaging in discourse

and evangelism.

We observe a large overlap with categories based on content analysis or recipient char-

acterizations of the content shared in messages on Twitter blogs [18, 59, 60, 67, 114],

(e.g. the division of ‘Informers’ vs. ‘Me-formers’) by Naaman et al. While it remains to

be seen whether sender motivations match receiver perceptions, our findings – coupled

with those from prior work – suggest that these reasons may generalize across public and

semi-public OSNs. System designers may wish to explicitly create feedback mechanisms

to help individuals manage their self-presentation strategies. Systems supporting analysis

and visualization of sharing patterns might aid individuals sharing on social platforms to

reflect on their sharing strategies and adjust them to suit their own needs, as well as those

of their various audiences.

4.7 How individuals chose an audience for their shared

content

165 of our survey respondents also reported the sharing options they chose and provided

a response which could be coded to the query “Please describe the audience you chose

and why you chose to share this content with them.” The majority of posts discussed in

this study were shared publicly (85/165, or 51.5%), as illustrated in Figure 4.1 This may
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Figure 4.1: 165 survey respondents discussed their ‘most recent’ post, providing the
sharing options that they used to share it. As participants had the option to select
an alternate post (14 users indicated doing so), reported results may be biased towards
publicly shared content.

be due in part to the fact that the population studied was fairly comfortable with public

sharing, and also to the fact that private posts may have been more likely to contain

sensitive information that respondents would not have chosen to discuss with us as part

of the study. In addition, a number of respondents indicated that they had chose multiple

options when sharing, including several who shared both with Circles and using the ‘Public’

option. In this section, we describe themes which arose from our content analysis of their

responses to this prompt.

4.7.1 Considerations for audience management

Our analysis of responses to this prompt yielded four primary themes representing common

considerations for audience management:

B1 Privacy

B2 Relevance

B3 Social norms

B4 Distribution
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I discuss each of these themes below, again using quotes from surveys or interviews to

provide examples; quotes from interviews are designated using the same unique participant

identifiers as in the previous sub-sections.

Privacy (21.8% of responses)

Concerns about privacy were common for individuals considering whether to limit the

audience for their shared content (36/165, or 21.8%). 24 of the respondents categorized

in this group (66.7%) focused on risks to their own privacy when choosing an audience.

These individuals tended to subscribe to one of two overall ‘policies’ regarding shared

content.

Followers of the first policy, which we call public-by-default tended to share content, or

at least most types of content, widely unless they had a specific reason to do otherwise

(13/165, or 7.9%). Most explanations included general statements, such as “I prefer to

share as much publicly as I can” or contextual statement about a specific piece of content,

such as “There was nothing specific or private about it so I shared it publicly.” Followers

of the second policy, which we call private-by-default, tended to have overarching reasons

for placing restrictions on shared content (5/165, or 3.0%). Often these restrictions arose

from concerns about specific individuals or groups having access to content that they

shared. One survey respondent explained her decisions to use Circles as a means for

limiting access, saying:

I almost always limit my posts for privacy reasons. There are people from my

past, including my ex-husband, who don’t need to know what I’m up to.

Another demonstrated the use of di↵erent policies depending on time of day, restricting

posts specifically during work hours due to concerns over perceptions of social media use:

I have people from my work who are {present} in ‘Extended Circles’, who I

don’t want to see my posts in ‘work hours’. So {usually} I prefer ‘Extended’

but just in non-working time.
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Fewer respondents (6/165, or 3.6%) expressed concerns based on the possibility of privacy

risks to others. A specific source of concern here was the sharing of photos; illustrated by

one interview participant who appeared to be very comfortable sharing her own personal

information, but much more careful when considering whether to share photos of her

daughter:

I’m not overly concerned about pictures of my kids being on the internet,

because I have an active online life...but on a post like this where I’m just

sharing pictures of my daughter, it’s probably one that I would not share

publicly. [P7]

Relevance (23.0% of responses)

Respondents also indicated frequent consideration about whether content shared would be

relevant to particular parts of their audience (38/165, or 23.0%). Often these individuals

targeted content to those who might be interested, in some cases utilizing Circles custom-

created for this purpose. One interview participant described how she frequently used a

Circle collecting others with a shared topical interest to selectively share nutrition and

health content:

The Circle I use the third-most is a subject-based Circle, and it’s about paleo-

primal health and exercise stu↵ and the science behind it. I shared this with

that Circle and a couple of individuals who aren’t in that Circle but are inter-

ested in this stu↵. [P3]

In other cases, respondents indicated that they had limited an audience by excluding those

who might not find the shared content relevant, referencing a desire to avoid ‘spamming’

or ‘polluting’ others’ incoming feeds. One individual who shared a piece of technology

news described the decision to share it only with people from his school:

The subject of the post is related to our studies. I didn’t share it with anyone

else because I didn’t want to {pollute} their stream with things that probably

won’t {interest} them.
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A particular sub-group of nine of these individuals mentioned limiting their audience be-

cause the content they wished to share required shared context to understand. These

posts ranged from inside jokes (“I limited it just to her because it was {the} kind of inside

joke that only she would understand.”) to shared projects(“Since the message related to

our tour, {I} had shared it individually”) to family matters (“This was a family {event}
so I kept it to my friends and family.”

Social norms (7.9% of responses)

A smaller number of survey respondents referenced concerns about whether the content

they wished to share would be appropriate for a particular, or unknown, audience (13/165,

or 7.9%). One individual who had shared a humorous animal picture explained that “since

it wasn’t too controversial in any way, there was no need not to share it publicly.” Another,

discussing a potentially risque joke shared, hinted at a general policy for assessing whether

content was safe to share publicly, explaining, “It’s the kind of joke I wouldn’t be ashamed

to show my mother so I can share it with everybody...”

Distribution (43.0% of responses)

In addition to these reasons for limiting access to content, a large number of survey re-

spondents specifically referenced reasons for maximizing the potential audience for content

(71/165, or 43.0%). In the majority of these cases (49/165, or 29.7%), these respon-

dents reported that they were motivated to share content widely in order to make it more

accessible to others who might benefit from consuming it. One interview participant,

for instance, had shared a photo while engaging in an outdoor activity, in the hopes of

enabling serendipitous interactions with others:

I really like finding nice pictures in my stream...[I] put this out so more people

can see it...Somebody could be on their phone nearby and say, ’Hey, that’s

really cool!’ I think it’d be nice if there were enough people doing the same
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thing that when I shared that picture, someone else on their phone nearby

could be doing a similar thing and share their picture from across the lake. If

I don’t share pictures like that, then how’s that experience going to happen

otherwise? [P9]

14/166, or 8.5% of survey responses referenced a desire to publicize content in order to

expand one’s own audience, specifically with the aim of encouraging others to add the

sharer to their Circles. Another reason for maximizing one’s audience, related to the ‘dis-

course’ motivation for sharing discussed above, was to ‘cast a wide net’ for potential help

or assistance (11/165, 6.7%). The individual who had posted about weight management

explained, “I Decided to spread my net as wide as I could {without} taking it public. You

{never} know when you will find ‘I’ve been there’ supporters,” hinting at the balance that

social platform members must strike when limiting or expanding their potential audience.

4.7.2 Discussion

We find that members of social platforms engaging in selective sharing weigh four primary

factors when choosing audiences for content that they wish to share. Three of these

categories – privacy, relevance, and social norms – represent considerations which may

influence an individual to limit access to a piece of content. These considerations are

weighed against reasons for increasing the scope of content distribution.

Without proper mechanisms for managing selective sharing, this balancing process can go

awry. Leaning too heavily on acquisitive motivations may explain the observed incidence

over-sharing (leading to negative consequences, such as tensions (e.g. [16, 45, 138, 159])

or regret (e.g. [78, 104, 113, 126, 140, 163]). Leaning too heavily on protective moti-

vations, on the other hand, could explain under-sharing, in the form of widely-observed

self-censoring behaviors [19, 34, 139, 146, 163, 165]).

The design of proper selective sharing controls, however, allow individuals to balance

sender and receiver needs and adapt these controls to di↵erent types of content. These
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findings illustrate how boundary regulation processes (e.g. [6, 9, 122, 128]) play out in

practice for individual pieces of content. We discuss these findings specifically in terms

of Arkin’s ‘acquisitive’ and ‘protective’ self-presentation styles [9]. A general desire to

distribute content more widely by extending access was expressed by almost half of the

participants in our survey (43.0%), with individuals seeking attention, approval, or oppor-

tunities for interaction. Particular content, such as that which is private or in violation of

social norms, influence individuals to protect their self-image by limiting access to content,

so that their public image is more neutral or conforming.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have explored the use of friend lists (here, ‘Circles’) as a mechanism

a↵ording selective sharing in the context of Google+. Studying a population of early

adopters, we illustrated that they were actively engaging in selective sharing, allowing

us to explore how these individuals – aware of available mechanisms for selective shar-

ing and motivated to use them – utilized Circles to manage selective self-presentation

activities. We have specifically identified common heuristics used for generating audi-

ence sub-groupings, motivations for contributing specific pieces of content, and factors

considered when choosing an audience for a piece of contributed content.

While the first study focused on exploring why individuals adopted selective sharing prac-

tices, this study has focused more specifically on how these strategies are implemented for

specific sharing decisions. In the following chapter, we will look at ways in which selective

sharing can be modeled practically as part of a system to help support individual sharing

decisions. We carry along with us two insights from this chapter. The first is that – while

modeling individual Circles may be too complex to accomplish reliably – we may still be

able to aid members of social platforms by pointing them towards situations where they

may want to share selectively in the first place. The second is to frame these decisions as

a balance between motivations to limit and motivations to extend access to content.
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Chapter 5

Developing Models for Sharing

Decisions

In our analysis of motivations for participation on Tumblr (Chapter 3), we observed

member-level di↵erences in the adoption of selective sharing practices. In our study of

selective sharing practices (Chapter 4), we identified how content-specific factors could

influence decisions about how widely content would be shared. In this chapter, we inte-

grate these findings, examining how member-level and content-level factors combine to

shape specific sharing decisions.

In this study, we specifically model the role of these factors in guiding photo-sharing

decisions in Flickr. The sharing of photos is a rich area of study for several reasons. First,

sharing has been described by many users as a critical element in their photo-management

processes, both before and after the shift to managing photos digitally [49, 81]. Second,

as photos are a particularly evocative form of content, photo-sharing brings many of the

observed benefits we hope to encourage in this thesis, including enabling social interaction

and self-expression [49, 120, 162]. Prior approaches have modeled content-sharing and

photo-sharing decisions from two perspectives. One perspective has examined di↵erences

in individual dispositions, tying these to demographics [64, 149, 151], social support [164],
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or both [100, 143, 147]. The other has modeled privacy decisions as situational, relating

to the semantic or aesthetic qualities of content being shared [4, 15, 82, 93, 142].

In this chapter, we analyze photo-sharing from these two perspectives; in addition, we

consider the role that image aesthetics play in the selection of access controls, a topic pre-

viously unexplored in the social computing literature. Our findings provide nuanced insight

into photo-sharing behaviors, uncovering site activity features that distinguish individuals

with di↵erent high-level sharing practices and image content features which predict the

use of specific permissions settings. We integrate these findings into a model capturing

the interplay of user-level and content-level factors in order to predict predict permissions

for individual photos with 73% accuracy, performing better than survey respondents did

in recalling settings applied to their own recently-uploaded photos.

Such a model has important practical implications. Several photo-management sites, such

as Flickr and Google Photos, now o↵er automatic upload features, meaning the number

of photos uploaded may easily outpace members’ abilities to manually assign permissions.

For certain subsets of users and photos, our model was able to achieve especially high

accuracy (> 94%) in predicting desired permissions settings. Imagine if, after uploading a

batch of photos, the system could prompt these individuals with subsets of photos along

with suggested settings, which they could approve or dismiss with a single click, rather

than digging through each individually.

In the next section, we review prior work relevant to content and photo-sharing. We then

present our analysis of permissions settings, which explores the separate roles played by

user preferences, photo content, and image aesthetics. In each section, we operationalize

our findings by identifying specific features we can mine from user and photo data. We

use these features to generate a combined model for predicting permissions settings for

individual photos, and conclude by considering how such a model could help inform the

goals of this dissertation – specifically, designing systems which provide sharing support

in a way that adapts to users’ needs and motivations around self-presentation.1

1This chapter represents work performed in collaboration with Jofish Kaye, John Alexis Guerra Gómez,
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5.1 Related Work

Prior work has modeled photo privacy decisions from two perspectives: high-level user

preferences around sharing and content-level predictors for individual photos. While prior

work has not looked at the relationship between aesthetics and photo-sharing decisions,

we also briefly address some relevant literature on photo aesthetics and engagement.

5.1.1 Member-level determinants of sharing behavior

Prior study of several social media systems has revealed that user demographics predict

systematic di↵erences in sharing behaviors. The role of gender in privacy decisions has

been widely studied; female social network users have been shown to be more conscious of

privacy issues [64] and more likely to maintain private [151] or friends-only [147] profiles.

In the specific context of photo-sharing, women have been observed as sharing more

content [100, 143], but with more restricted settings [100]. Prior work has also identified

di↵erences in sharing behaviors corresponding with age [143] and race [100].

Di↵erences in sharing practices have also been linked to diverging user attitudes and dispo-

sitions. The perception of opportunities to share, build one’s reputation, and receive social

support appear to motivate users to contribute to electronic knowledge communities [164].

Prior study of Flickr, specifically, has shown that users who feel more committed to the

site share more public photos, while those more oriented towards self-development share

fewer [118]. An interview study by Miller and Edwards revealed two groups of users with

distinct photo-sharing practices; ‘Snaprs’ were distinguished from ‘Kodak Culture’ users

by increased photo organization practices, use of more professional cameras, and more

sharing and interaction around photos [112].

The amount of social support that users receive o✏ine and online also appears to moderate

and David Ayman Shamma. A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the
proceedings of ACM CHI 2016, as [75].
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sharing behaviors. For individual pieces of content, increased social support appears to

predict more public sharing patterns [100, 118, 143]. The awareness of a large potential

audience for content, however, may cause users to be more wary of public sharing; in the

context of Facebook, users with larger networks have been observed to be more likely to

maintain a “friends-only” profile [147].

5.1.2 Content-level predictors of photo privacy

Applications for photo-sharing now provide several ways for users to manually add meta-

data. User-generated tags describing photo content have been used to build models

predicting privacy settings with high accuracy [142]. These tags have also been leveraged

to aid in the automatic construction of rule-based systems for photo access control [82].

The e↵ort involved in manual tagging likely exceeds that required for setting permissions;

it is thus appealing to consider how we might leverage photo metadata or algorithmically-

generated features. Increased use of GPS-enabled cameras, such as cameraphones, means

location information is increasingly available; prior research has found that, for many

users, some locations are “more private” than others [4]. Other approaches have utilized

content features generated through computer vision techniques. Adding SIFT visual/pixel

features to a tag-based model, for instance, can provide a boost to accuracy in predicting

permissions settings [142].

5.1.3 Computational models of image aesthetics

Prior research has examined the role that image aesthetics can play in the consumption

of shared photos. Engagement has been shown to correlate with crowdsourced aesthet-

ics judgments [135] and with the use of particular image manipulations [11]. To our

knowledge, however, there is no existing work specifically measuring the role that image

aesthetics plays in sharing behaviors.
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Joshi et al. provides a brief overview on aspects of image aesthetics, such as composition

and use of color, which can be computationally identified [72]. In the context of image

search, features such as good composition, shallow depth-of-field, and a uniform back-

ground predict whether users will like particular photos in search results [119]. Similar

features have been shown to predict ratings of image aesthetics for specific genres of

photography, such as portraiture [80].

5.2 Research Context and Questions

In this section, I will briefly describe how permissions settings operate on Flickr and how

it supports selective sharing of photos through friend lists. I will then outline our specific

research questions about quantifying and modeling aspects of photo-sharing decisions.

5.2.1 Permissions settings in Flickr

Flickr is a popular site for archiving and sharing digital photos: as of June 2015, more than

100 million photographers had uploaded over 10 billion images to the site [48, 47]. Flickr

supports individuals with many use cases, from casual photographers to professionals; one

way in which the site accomplishes this is by o↵ering fine-grained access controls.

Flickr allows users to mark others as Contacts; these connections can further be classified

into two groups, Friends and Family. These labels can be applied without endorsement

or reciprocation from the target user. For an individual image, there are five possible

settings: Public, Friends-only, Family-only, Friends-and-Family, and Private. Flickr o↵ers

settings to allow fine-grained control over specific aspects of photos, such as who can

comment or apply tags; we focus here on the permissions setting applied to viewing the

photo itself.

In this present study, we have collapsed the five permissions settings into three: Public,
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Private, and Selective (encompassing Friends, Family, and Friends-and-Family). Modeling

permissions in this way allows our findings to generalize better to other mechanisms for

sharing with specific groups, such as Circles on Google+ or Friend Lists on Facebook.

5.2.2 Research questions

This goal of this chapter is to identify metrics capturing user-level practices and image-

specific features which can drive a model capturing and predicting sharing decisions for

individual photos. Specifically, we pose the following research questions:

RQ1 What high-level patterns do we observe in user sharing practices? To what extent

can these user-level patterns be predicted from other measures of site activity?

RQ2 What image content features are particularly indicative of Public, Private, or Selec-

tive sharing?

RQ3 To what extent do image aesthetics influence the ultimate choice of permissions for

specific photos?

5.3 Data Collection

To address our research questions, we used a survey and photo elicitation study to collect

qualitative data o↵ering fine grained insight into user practices around photo-sharing. In

addition, we supplement our survey analysis with data collected from Flickr logs.

5.3.1 Survey and photo elicitation study

We recruited active Flickr users through Amazon Mechanical Turk, screening for active

users (defined as those who had joined before 2015 and who had uploaded at least 25
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photos). Those who matched these criteria received a link to an online application which

administered the study.

Participants We received 100 survey responses over a 5-day period. The task was

posted to workers in the United States who had completed at least 1,000 tasks with a

95% approval rating. Respondents were paid $3.00 (except for ten who were paid $3.25);

workers required approximately 20 minutes on average to complete the study, resulting in

an hourly average rate of $9.00. After filtering out workers who had problems with the

survey application or who provided incomplete responses, we were left with 96 responses.

The sample consisted of 47 women, 46 men, and 3 respondents who chose not to identify.

Most respondents (86, or 89.6%) were from the USA. Ages ranged from 18–64, with the

median age range being 25–34, and the majority (77, or 80.2%) were college graduates.

Most (77, not the same as above) considered themselves casual or non-photographers as

opposed to serious, semi-pro, or professional.

Measures The survey application asked users to authenticate with Flickr to provide

read-only access to their photos and account statistics. 20 photos were sampled from

the user’s account—balanced, to the extent possible, across the five possible permissions

settings. Users could exclude any photos from the study, and 10 photos were randomly

selected from those remaining and presented to the user, along with questions about the

content, quality, and privacy of the image. Image metadata and user responses were saved

for analysis; as the study dealt in part with private photos, however, we did not store the

images themselves as part of our study dataset.

5.3.2 Analysis of usage logs

We collected two datasets from Flickr usage logs to help in our analysis of the use of

photo permissions settings.
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Users We first identified a sample of 638,930 Flickr users who had uploaded at least

one photo to Flickr in January 2015. All users met minimum activity criteria, including at

least 6 months membership prior to January 2015 and 25 prior photo uploads. For each

user, we collected aggregate statistics describing several aspects of their on-site behavior

prior to 2015, including photo upload and organization activity, social connections and

interaction, and group participation.

Photos For each of these users, we also collected statistics for a sample of photos

uploaded during the month of January 2015, providing a dataset of 10.4 million photos.

Data collected for each photo included metadata, such as information pulled from the

photo’s EXIF data, as well as additional features generated through computer vision

techniques: tags describing image content and a score summarizing the overall aesthetics.

As with the survey data, image content was not stored as part of our study dataset.

5.4 User-Level Patterns in Sharing Practices

We start by exploring user-level patterns in sharing practices. We first identify what appear

to be common high-level practices and then isolate specific features of site activity which

may help in predicting use of these di↵erent practices.

5.4.1 The prevalence of behavioral defaults

We first look at the responses given by survey participants to questions about their de-

mographics and account usage. As part of the survey, users gave us access to their Flickr

credentials, allowing us to collect data about their previously uploaded photos. We re-

covered the full history of permissions settings usage for 75 of these 96 users; we discuss

below results from analyzing data from these users.
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Figure 5.1: For each survey respondent, we captured aggregated counts for permissions
settings across all previously uploaded photos. This figure illustrates the distributions of
permissions settings usage across users. For example, the percentage of photos uploaded
as Selective by a typical user is close to 0. We observe that most users upload all or most
of their photos using a single setting, which we call a behavioral default.

We represent each user’s aggregated sharing activity using a vector representing the prob-

abilities of assigning photos to each possible setting (Public, Private, or Selective). These

probabilities are illustrated below in Figure 5.1. As the distributions of these probabilities

were observed to be non-normal, we used non-parametric tests to examine relationships

between the use of each setting and the demographic variables for which we collected

information in the survey.

Using a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test for each permissions setting, we observed no signifi-

cant relationships between use of each setting and self-reported gender. As age, education,

and photography expertise were reported using ordinal scales, we assessed the probability

of significant relationships between these variables and use of each permission settings

using Spearman Rank correlations (⇢).

We observed relationships between respondents’ self-reported age and their use of the

Public (⇢ = �0.25, p < 0.05) and Selective (⇢ = 0.32, p < 0.005) settings, indicating
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Figure 5.2: This figure illustrates the use of default practices for the 639K Flickr users in
our sample. Users are divided according to their most used (primary) setting. For each
line, the y-value shows the proportion of users who share at most x% of their photos
using that setting. For example, if we look at where the green line marked ‘Public’ crosses
x = 0.9, we see that about 15% of users who adopt ‘Public’ as their primary setting
upload fewer than 90% of their photos using this setting.

that older users shared a smaller proportion of photos as Public and a larger portion

using the Selective options. We also observed a strong positive relationship between self-

reported education and use of the Selective setting (⇢ = 0.538, p < 0.01). We observed

no relationships between self-reported photography expertise and aggregate permissions

setting use.

In analyzing the data, however, a clear pattern emerged: users tended to favor heavily one

setting—which we call the primary setting—over others. 43/75 of users surveyed (57.3%)

assigned their primary setting to over 99% of their photos; in cases where such a large

proportion of photos are uploaded to a single setting, we refer to to this as a behavioral

default (which we distinguish from the actual default upload setting which some users may

set using the web interface). In order to assess the prevalence of behavioral defaults among

the larger population of Flickr users, we analyzed permissions distributions collected for

the 638,930 users described earlier.
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Figure 5.2 shows empirical cumulative density plots summarizing the extent to which

users expressing behavioral defaults with respect to their use of each permissions setting.

This chart can be interpreted as follows: the line marked “Public” represents all users

for whom Public is their primary setting. If we choose a point along the x-axis, then the

corresponding y-value represents the proportion of these users who upload at least x% of

their photos using the Public setting. We can interpret the lines marked “Private” and

“Selective” in a similar manner.

The sharp increase in each line towards the right of the graph illustrates the prevalence

with which users exhibit behavioral defaults. We specifically observe that 318896/638930

(49.9%) of users upload at least 99% of their photos to their primary settings, showing

that the behavior we observed among survey users is fairly typical. We further observe

that 231740/638930 (36.2%) of users upload all (100%) of their photos using a single

setting. Users exhibiting behavioral defaults are also more likely to use Public as their

primary setting. For all users in our sample, 65.2% chose the Public option most often

for their photos. For users exhibiting behavioral defaults, 78.3% used the Public option

most often.

Behavioral defaults: Intentional or not?

For some participants, there is good reason to believe that heavy reliance on a behavioral

default is completely intentional. To some extent, this is confirmed by responses from the

survey given to the prompt: Please describe any general policies or practices you might

have when it comes to choosing access controls for your photos on Flickr.

Some users demonstrate clear motivations to share photos widely. P28 [Public, 100%]

responded “All my photos were set to public view and I released my rights to the public

domain. Flickr was, first and foremost, about sharing my photos with the world.” P41

[Public, 100%] stated “I want to make everything I post to flickr publicly available for

non-commercial use. I try to post high quality photos with relevant tags and minimal
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information about my home address or family details.” P85 [Public, 100%] said “I don’t

care who views my photos but I certainly care how my photos are used. So I make sure

the copyright settings are at maximum.” These users are not just aware of their practices;

they are savvy about licensing and legal issues related to sharing online.

For other users, there is reason to believe that these default practices stem from con-

venience. Many participants in the survey described self-censoring behaviors, or limiting

what they upload to prevent photos from being seen by unintended parties. P59 [Pub-

lic, 100%] stated “I only share only what I would be comfortable with anyone seeing, so

there’s no reason for me to limit access.” P13 [Public, 100%] similarly stated “I don’t

put anything on the internet that I don’t want others to see.”

Some users’ responses indicated potential ignorance about how photos are being shared,

such as P5 [Public, 100%] “I usually make sure everything is friends only”, P43 [Public,

100%] “Always private”, and P36 [Selective, 92%] “Most of the time I don’t find the

time to set privacy for each photo, so many of them might default to the most private

setting.”

5.4.2 Predicting permissions usage patterns from site behavior

We start by identifying characteristics of on-site behavior which may distinguish users

who adopt di↵erent behavioral defaults for sharing. We incorporate these into a model for

predicting the use of these di↵erent practices. By predicting permissions practices from

other measures of site behavior, we may be able to identify users whose predicted patterns

of activity di↵er from their actual practices.

Behavioral features

Our review of the literature on user-level di↵erences in sharing behaviors pointed to several

classes of behavioral features which may distinguish users with di↵erent overall sharing
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practices. We specifically choose 25 variables which cover various aspects of participation

in Flickr but likely generalize to other social photo-management platforms.

User Tenure. Prior study of Flickr users has shown that photo-sharing frequency declines

as site tenure increases [118]. We measure the time since a user’s first upload as, Member

Age.

User Contribution. One feature which distinguished ‘Snaprs’ from ‘Kodak Culture’

was the frequency of content creation [112]. We characterize direct user contributions

through Monthly Photo Uploads and Upload Frequency and indirect contributions

through Monthly Outgoing Comments and Unique Comment Recipients.

Camera Usage. ‘Snaprs’ also utilized more professional cameras than ‘Kodak Cul-

ture’ photographers [112]. We inferred camera type using photo EXIF data to gener-

ate three features: Proportion Point & Shoot, Proportion DSLR, and Proportion

Cameraphone.

Photo Organization. ‘Snaprs’ organized their photos more actively, as well [112]. Photo-

sharing sites such as Flickr o↵er multiple ways for users to organize photos, including al-

bums for browsing (Album Count) and tags for retrieval (Tags per Photo, Proportion

Photos Tagged).

Social Connections. Previous findings from several studies emphasized the complex role

that one’s social network may play in guiding sharing behaviors [100, 118, 143, 147]. We

capture a user’s network size through Contact Count and network composition through

Proportion Friends, Proportion Family. We also capture closeness of ties using

reciprocal relationships (the proportion of a user’s contacts who also designated the

user as a contact, as Family, or as a Friend).

Social Photo Interaction. ‘Snaprs’ were also observed as interacting more around pho-

tos [112]. We characterize basic incoming social interaction through Views per Photo

and Faves per Photo. We capture incoming commenting behavior through Incoming

Comments per-Photo, and Unique Commenters. We note that even private photos can
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receive views, faves, and comments, since photos can be made available to others via

secondary mechanisms, such as share links and Flickr groups. We will revisit this issue in

our discussion of the model results.

Group Participation. Like many content-sharing sites, Flickr provides opportunities to

engage with users outside of one’s defined contacts. We capture community participa-

tion with Groups Joined, Average Group Size, Proportion Groups Public, and

Proportion Groups Founded.

Identifying users with behavioral defaults

We now explore the extent to which these behavioral features can help us to identify users

who exhibit behavioral defaults with respect to their usage of permissions settings (> 99%

photos shared to a particular setting). Our motivation here is two-fold. First, identifying

these users e↵ectively means identifying groups of users for whom we can likely generate

highly accurate predictions about future permissions settings. Second, understanding

what behavioral features are associated with users in these di↵erent categories could lend

insight into the types of users who adopt each.

We constructed three logistic regression models using the 25 features proposed above. All

variables representing counts and averages (except for Member Age) were log-transformed

due to the non-normality of the distributions, and all variables were re-scaled to have a

mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. For each model, the outcome predicted is

whether a user shares 99% or more of his or her photos using the corresponding setting.

While creating balanced samples might improve prediction accuracy, we train each model

using all 638,930 users; logistic regression is robust to class imbalances unless one class

is exceedingly rare, and including all users better approximates the proposed applications

of the model.

We computed the reduction in deviance for each model relative to a null model, and use

chi-square statistics to assess statistical significance. For the Default-Public model, we
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have (�2(271806, 25), p < 2⇥10

�16), for the Default-Private model, we have (�2(206308,

25), p < 2 ⇥ 10

�16), and for the Default-Selective model, we have (�2(27599, 25),

p < 2 ⇥ 10

�16), meaning that all models provide significantly more explanatory power

than the null models. The regression coe�cients for the three models are summarized in

Table 5.1. We highlight some observed patterns below.

We observe that the members who exhibit each of these “behavioral defaults” are newer to

the site than those who do not, with the strongest e↵ect for the Default-Private pattern

of behavior. It is possible that certain strategies, such as self-censoring by keeping all

photos private, are adaptive for users who are newer and less familiar with the site.

Default-Public users upload more photos using DSLR’s and fewer photos using Point &

Shoot or phones. Default-Private users upload more photos from phones. These findings

match our expectations that users with more “professional” cameras will adopt more

public sharing patterns. The results are mixed regarding photo organization. Members

who adopt a Default-Public strategy make fewer albums, but tag a higher percentage of

their photos than those who do not. Members who exhibit Default-Private and Default-

Selective behaviors engage in both types of organization for more of their photos.

Larger contact networks are associated with increased likelihood of adopting a Default-

Selective strategy and decreased likelihood of adopting a Default-Private or Default-

Selective pattern of behavior. Individuals with larger networks are likely to cultivate them,

in part, with the goal of using the available selective sharing features. Observations about

incoming interaction around shared photos are mostly as expected, given that public pho-

tos are more readily available to a larger audience. We do note the interesting observation,

however, that users who adopt Default-Selective behaviors receive more comments per

photos, even with their limited audience.

Finally, we observe an interesting pattern in the use of groups by these di↵erent types of

users. Joining more groups decreases the likelihood of adopting a Default-Public strategy

while increasing the likelihood of adopting a Default-Private pattern of behavior, possibly
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Variable Public Private Selective

� p � p � p

(Intercept) -0.94 *** -4.89 *** -4.69 ***

Member age -0.26 *** -0.51 *** -0.01 �

Monthly uploads -0.06 *** -1.33 *** 0.74 ***
Upload frequency 0.11 *** 0.03 � -0.14 ***
Monthly comments -0.26 *** 0.49 *** -0.17 ***
Unique recipients 0.01 � -0.32 *** -0.02 ***

Proportion P&S -0.01 *** -0.03 *** 0.04 ***
Proportion DSLR 0.01 *** -0.02 � 0.05 ***
Proportion phone -0.63 *** 0.09 *** -0.22 ***

Album count -0.33 *** 0.07 *** 0.06 ***
Tags per photo 0.00 � -0.20 *** -0.05 ***
Proportion tagged 0.14 *** 0.02 *** 0.01 �

Contact count -0.28 *** -0.11 *** 0.16 ***
Proportion friends -0.07 *** -0.11 *** 0.20 ***
Proportion family -0.31 *** -0.20 *** 0.40 ***
Reciprocal contacts 0.08 *** 0.02 � 0.06 ***
Reciprocal friends -0.06 *** 0.02 � 0.04 ***
Reciprocal family -0.12 *** -0.04 *** 0.08 ***

Views per photo 1.63 *** -1.77 *** -0.11 ***
Faves per photo 0.35 *** -2.22 *** -0.59 ***
Comments per photo -0.09 *** -0.21 ** 1.56 ***
Unique commenters 0.01 � 0.67 *** -1.63 ***

Group count -0.22 *** 0.91 *** -0.00 �
Average group size -0.17 *** -0.07 ** -0.09 **
Proportion public 0.25 *** -0.19 *** -0.34 ***
Proportion founded -0.13 *** -0.10 *** 0.04 ***

Table 5.1: This table shows � coe�cients for the three logistic regression models catego-
rizing users as Default-Public, Default-Private, or Default-Selective. (* : p < 0.01), (** :
p < 0.005), (*** : p < 0.001). The sign of the � coe�cient indicates the direction of the
relationship. For example, users who take more photos on camera phones are more likely
to exhibit Default-Private and less likely to exhibit Default-Public or Default-Selective
behaviors.
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running counter to our expectations. It is possible that groups represent a secondary

mechanism for managing selective sharing by allowing users to make photos accessible to

particular subsets of users. Interestingly, founding more groups makes users less likely to

adopt Default-Private behaviors. In this case, typically-private users may be seeking out

existing groups of users who share their interests.

Logistic regression models provide probabilities of assigning a user to the negative or

positive class; by choosing di↵erent thresholds, we can assign more or fewer users to each

class, thus obtaining di↵erent accuracy scores. Measuring the area under the receiver-

operator curve (AUC) provides a means of summarizing accuracy across di↵erent threshold

choices. We assess model performance by measuring the area under the receiver-operator

curve (AUC), which can vary from 0.5 to 1, obtaining: AUCPublic = 0.856, AUCPrivate =

0.959, and AUCSelective = 0.859. These scores indicate good to excellent performance in

separating out users who exhibit behavioral defaults from the rest of the population.

5.4.3 Discussion

In this section, we observed that roughly 50% of users tend to use the same setting

for sharing most or all of their photos. These findings about sharing echo observations

about the usage of filters for consuming content, namely that many users tend not to

change their practices or to do so infrequently [86]. Survey respondents’ descriptions of

their sharing practices echoed findings from prior work on other types of social media

systems about self-censoring [139, 165] and balancing reasons to limit sharing against

motivations to distribute content more widely [6, 122, 128], echoing our findings from the

prior chapter.

We have identified sub-groups with predictable sharing patterns covering 50% of the

user population; we have further shown that we can identify these users e↵ectively using

features mined from other aspects of site behavior. For these users, we can likely generate,

with high accuracy, predictions for all new photos without much additional information.
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Some users mis-classified by the model may actually represent users who are sharing in a

manner which di↵ers from their desired settings; we could consider prompting these users

to ensure that they are sharing as intended.

We noted some interesting observations from the model. Default-Selective users receive

more comments per photos, though their photos are available to fewer users overall.

We similarly observe an association between group participation and adopting a Default-

Private strategy. These users may be sharing selectively, using personal lists or interest

groups, as a strategy to ensure that interested parties see more relevant content and thus

engage more, as observed in our study of selective sharing considerations in the previous

chapter.

A potential concern with this model is the inclusion of the social interaction variables—

faves, views, and comments; these are surely influenced by the chosen permissions setting

for a particular photo. As mentioned previously, however, photos can be shared on Flickr

via additional mechanisms, such as share links and groups. Versions of these models

generated without these four features performed similarly, with AUC > 0.8 for each.

Furthermore, our observation that Default-Selective users receive more comments per

photo highlights that the use of more restrictive permissions settings does not completely

dictate the amount of attention that a photo receives.

5.5 Photo-Level Factors in Sharing Decisions

We now move to photo-level features which guide specific sharing decisions. We first

consider how permissions settings vary according to the semantic content in a particular

image, and then consider the role played by image aesthetics.
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5.5.1 The role of image content

In this section, we explore the extent to which particular types of algorithmically-identifiable

content may correspond with the use of certain permissions settings. Finding reliable as-

sociations between content and permissions would enable much easier classification for

certain types of images.

Leveraging algorithmically-generated tags

We discussed previously approaches which made use of user-generated tags to generate

predictions about privacy settings [82, 142]; we observed, however, that manual tagging

likely required as much attention and e↵ort as choosing privacy controls.

Popular photo-sites, such as Flickr and Google Photos, have started adopting computer

vision techniques for automatically generating tags describing the content of images.

Flickr, specifically, has applied automatic tagging to all photos in its corpus [153] using

a method building on convolutional neural networks [83] and trained entirely on public

Flickr photos.

Identifying tags associated with di↵erent settings

We started by collecting automatically-generated tags for each of the 10.4M photos in

our dataset. Using this dataset, we were able to take each of the 1,712 unique auto-tags

which were applied to these photos and generate a frequency distribution across photos.

Here, we discuss observations regarding the 499 auto-tags which were applied to at least

0.1% of our sample of photos.

The 10 most common automatically-generated tags for photos in our sample were, in

descending order: people, face, outdoor, indoor, groupshot, nature, monochrome,

blackandwhite, sport, portrait. In this list are many of the same tags previously
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reported as most common in public photos [153]. We do see that photos of people

(e.g., people, face, groupshot, portrait) and tags representing stylistic features (e.g.,

monochrome, blackandwhite) are more prevalent, indicating some of the trends we might

see when shifting our focus to photos uploaded as Private or Selective.

Figure 5.3 shows tags ranked by the likelihood that a photo to which they are applied is

public. Here, we see a few themes emerge. This ranking illustrates several types of photos

which may be particularly likely to be shared publicly. One category is photos of large

vehicles (e.g., jetliner, locomotive, airplane fuselage, bus). For photos tagged

with any of these keywords, we could predict with fairly high certainty (� 85%) that the

public setting will be used. Another category indicative of public sharing is sports (e.g.,

hockey stick, ice hockey, runner, running).

Figure 5.4 shows tags strongly associated with private photos. Unsurprisingly, we see a

category associated with photos which may be revealing (e.g., undergarment, bikini,

skin, swimsuit). We also observe another category of likely private photos that we might

not have anticipated, one dealing with screenshots and images of text (e.g., screenshot,

whiteboard, document, paper). For these two classes of photos, we could likely predict

with high accuracy that the user intends to apply the private setting.

Finally, in Figure 5.5, we see the tags which best predict use of the selective setting.

Unsurprisingly, most of these tags have to do with children or family activities. Photos

auto-tagged with playground or sledding, for instance, are assigned the selective setting

at a far higher rate (> 30%) than average. We also observe several keywords which

indicate photos taken within the home (e.g., dinner table).

5.5.2 The role of image aesthetics

Frequently, we upload multiple photos of an event or even of a specific shot, leaving us

with a cluster of images representing similar content. In many cases, the decision about

which of these photos to share relates to the quality of the images and how they reflect
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Figure 5.3: This figure shows tags ranked by the likelihood that photos appearing with
each tag will be shared using the Public setting. For a photo in our sample with a given
tag, the probability that it is shared publicly is illustrated using the green bar (with the left-
right orientation flipped here). Themes in the top tags include photos containing images
of large vehicles (e.g. jetliner, locomotive, airplane fuselage) or sports (e.g. hockey stick,
ice hockey, runner).
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Figure 5.4: This figure shows tags ranked by the likelihood that photos appearing with
each tag will be shared using the Private setting. For a photo in our sample with a given
tag, the probability that it is shared publicly is illustrated using the red bar. Themes in
the top tags include photos which may be physically revealing (e.g. undergarment, bikini,
skin) or those which show text (e.g. screenshot, whiteboard, document).
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Figure 5.5: This figure shows tags ranked by the likelihood that photos appearing with
each tag will be shared using the Selective setting. For a photo in our sample with a
given tag, the probability that it is shared publicly is illustrated using the blue bar. Top
themes include photos representing family activities (e.g. playground, sledding, swing)
and photos taken within the home (e.g. dinner table, dining table).
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on our skills as a photographer. In this subsection, we first examine the extent to which

users’ self-assessments of image quality predict their choice of permissions settings. We

then explore the feasibility of using computer-assessed aesthetics scores as part of a model

for predicting permissions settings.

Self-assessed quality and permissions

In order to explore the extent to which this is true more generally for Flickr users, we again

looked to data from the photo-elicitation portion of our survey study. For each photo, we

asked participants to provide a self-assessment of the quality of each photograph relative

to others they have taken.

Specifically, they used a 5-point Likert scale to indicate their level of agreement with the

following statement: This image would rank among the higher quality photographs I have

taken (in terms of composition, clarity, brightness, etc.). In addition, rather than showing

participants the actual permission setting for these recently-uploaded photos, we asked

them to guess which setting had been used, allowing us to compare these guesses against

the actual chosen setting.

Figure 5.6(a) illustrates how actual permissions settings chosen for photos vary with users’

self-assessed quality judgments. A �2 test of independence was performed to examine

the relation between this self-assessed quality judgment and the actual privacy setting

(again simplified to Public, Private, and Selective), revealing a significant relationship,

�2
(8, N = 916) = 24.02. We observed that, as self-assessed quality increases, the choice

of setting shifts from Public to Private. The probability of assigning a photo as Selective

remains constant as self-assessed quality changes.

Figure 5.6(b) similarly illustrates how the guessed permissions settings vary with the same

quality judgments. A �2 test revealed a similar significant relationship between self-

assessed quality and the privacy setting that users guessed for photos, �2
(8, N = 916) =

49.50. Trends regarding estimated use of the Public and Private setting were similar to
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those for actual use, though amplified somewhat. We observe an interesting pattern where

photos perceived to have slightly lower or slightly higher quality than average were more

likely to be shared selective.

Computer-assessment of photo aesthetics

Because it would be di�cult to collect quality assessments from users about all of their

photos, we were interested in exploring the feasibility of using computationally-generated

aesthetics judgments to help model photo quality. Using a method similar to the one used

to generate automatic tags, Flickr has also developed a model for photo aesthetics, which

assigns each image a score from 0–1. This model was originally trained on a dataset of

public photos, allowing us to infer aesthetic judgments over all photos without the need

for human viewing or labeling of non-public photos.

We collected aesthetics scores and permissions settings for 9.95M of the photos in our

dataset. As the distribution of aesthetics scores was bounded and non-normal, we again

utilized a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. We observed a significant relationship between

this computer-generated aesthetic judgment and the choice of permission setting assigned

by the photo owner (H(2) = 159690, p < 2⇥ 10

�16).

Figure 5.7 illustrates how the distribution of aesthetics scores (visualized using a square-

root transformation) varies across permissions settings. We can observe a clear pattern in

which Public photos are assessed as more aesthetically pleasing than Private or Selective

photos.

5.5.3 Discussion

We have identified commonly-applied computer-generated tags which are predictive of

di↵erent permissions settings. This investigation provides insight into the types of photos

that users take and how their intended uses for these photos may vary according with the
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(a) Actual permissions settings by self-assessed quality score.

(b) Guessed permissions settings by self-assessed quality score.

Figure 5.6: Distributions of actual (top) and guessed (bottom) permission settings
grouped by photos with the same quality score (as self-assessed by survey respondents on
a Likert scale ranging from -2 to 2) . Most of the highest quality photos (score = 2) are
shared publicly; as quality decreases, an increased proportion are shared privately. This
trend is the same for guessed permissions settings, indicating the e↵ect may be robust
over time.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of aesthetics scores for photos shared with each permission setting
across our sample of 9.95M photos. We observe that the distribution of Public photos
is shifted towards higher aesthetics scores than Private or Selective. A square-root trans-
formation is used to help the reader see the di↵erences, but the relationship is significant
with or without this transformation.

content. The Selective sharing of family photos and Private sharing of physically revealing

photos both match intuitions about common use cases for these settings. The tendency for

vehicle and sports photos to be marked as Public may indicate, for instance, photographers

who are sharing photos in interest groups. The observed behavior of privately archiving

screenshots and images of text content may be higher than expected, possibly representing

an under-served use case for photo-sharing sites.

We observe di↵erential usage of permissions settings as a function of self-assessed photo

aesthetics judgments, for both actual and perceived permissions setting usage, imply-

ing a persistent influence on sharing behavior. We also explored the feasibility of using

algorithmically-assessed photo judgments, observing that publicly shared photos have sig-

nificantly higher aesthetics scores. This finding indicates that computer-assessed photo

aesthetics could provide a useful feature in identifying cases in which users deviate from
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their usual practices in choosing permissions settings.

5.6 A Combined Model for Photo-Sharing Decisions

In the previous sections, we identified features summarizing user behavior, image content,

and aesthetics which may be predictive of permissions choices for individual photos. All of

the features identified can be mined from user’s site behavior or algorithmically computed

from the user’s images.

5.6.1 Method

Our model uses a decision tree classifier, which learns simple rules in order to separate the

data (in this case, photos) into increasingly small buckets. For each bucket, the aim is

to find a rule which best distinguishes between classes for the items in that bucket; these

items are further split into two smaller buckets using this rule. This approach provides

simple, human-understandable classification rules. In addition, it allows us to identify

subsets of data for which we can make particularly accurate predictions. We limit our tree

to 5 levels, which allows data to be separated into 32 di↵erent paths.

Our model looks at 101 features for each photos, comprising 25 user-level features (the

behavioral features identified earlier), 75 content features (binary features for the top

public-dominant, private-dominant, and selective-dominant tags, 25 each), and the aes-

thetics score. Our data consists of photos taken in January 2015 by the 639K users

previously analyzed. We restrict our analysis to photos which have at least one of the

tags in the feature set, and we sample to ensure we have exactly one photo per user, leav-

ing us with a set of 67,211 photos [52.2% Private, 35.5% Public, and 12.3% Selective].

While overall accuracy is not our goal, we establish two baselines. The first, predicting

the majority-class or assuming that every photo is private, achieves 52.2% accuracy. The
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second baseline is provided by our survey participants. If the reader recalls, we asked

participants to guess the permissions settings for their own photos. Overall, they achieved

67.1% accuracy; we set this as our second, more ambitious baseline.

5.6.2 Results

We performed 5-fold cross-validation, each time training on 90% of the data and then

computing performance statistics using the 10% which was held-out for testing. The

model achieved 73.2% accuracy, on average, beating the two baselines we established.

We then trained a final model on the full data sample.

Using the model trained on all the data, we were able to follow paths of decision rules to

find subsets of photos for which we could predict the permissions setting with particularly

high accuracy. Specifically, we identified sub-groups totaling 12,547 photos (18.6%) across

which we could predict permissions with 94.2% accuracy.

Using rules which contributed to this high-accuracy set as examples, we discuss some

of the types of rules learned by the classifier below. We use the terms ‘low’ or ‘high’ in

discussing variable values in reference to the average value, µ, for proportion variables and

log(µ) for count variables, following the transformations discussed earlier. For tags, rules

capture the presence or absence of a tag, and for the aesthetics score, the rules reference

the raw score.

Rules incorporating only behavior

Some of the rules demonstrated what we observed earlier; some photos can be classified

accurately using just behavioral features describing the users who took them. The tree

separated out photos taken by users whose had used cameraphones less frequently and

whose photos had received fewer photos in the past; of these photos, 94.6% were private.
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Rules combining behavior and content

Some rules made predictions about photos based on the intersection of user behavior and

content features. One such rule separated out photos taken by users who received more

views per photo than average and who had a higher proportion of contacts marked as

Family. While these photos were di�cult to classify using only user-level information,

we could categorize them as Private with 92.7% accuracy if we knew they had been

automatically tagged with tags text and screenshot.

Rules combining behavior, content, and aesthetics

Finally, we observed some rules which combined all three types of features. For users

whose photos received more views on average and who used a cameraphone at least

moderately, we could predict that a photo that they uploaded was public with 93.7%

accuracy if it received an aesthetics score � 0.1785 and wasn’t tagged as a portrait.

5.7 Discussion

These results show that we can jointly model member-level di↵erences and content-level

considerations to predict sharing decisions for individual photos. Our combined model

achieved 73% accuracy across our entire sample, roughly 10% better than the performance

achieved by survey respondents in recalling the permissions settings applied to their own

photos.

This model incorporates insights about member-level sharing patterns. Specifically, we

observed that 50% of Flickr members adopted ‘behavioral defaults’, sharing almost all

photo with the same permissions setting. We identified 25 features which captured how

users engaged with Flickr, such as measures of photography equipment use, group par-

ticipation, and social interaction, and we illustrated how these features could help us to
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separate users with behavioral defaults from those with more complex motivations for

sharing.

This model also incorporates insights about content-level features which motivate indi-

viduals to limit or extend access to specific photos. We uncovered classes of objects

appearing in photos which motivate individuals to apply particular permissions settings.

We also illustrated how higher photo aesthetics could provide motivations to extend access

and distribute photos more publicly.

Below, we discuss several specific implications of this work, both for the design of sharing

platforms and for our theoretical understanding of sharing behavior in social platforms.

5.7.1 Design implications

In the beginning of the paper, we imagined an application which could suggest permission

settings for a batch of recently uploaded photos. We observed that for such a system,

it may be preferable to identify subsets of users or photos for which accurate predictions

can be made than to try to generate predictions for all photos. Our final model gives us

some latitude in building such a system.

We have identified rules which allow us to isolate specific users who upload most of their

photos to a single setting. Our system might consider prompting these users to toggle a

default setting for all newly uploaded photos, if they haven’t done so already. Given our

observation that some users are sharing with a setting di↵erent from the one intended,

the system could also provide a check for these users.

We have also identified rules which combine user behavior and photo content. In these

cases, when we see particular users upload particular types of photos, we could provide

targeted recommendations for permissions settings for these photos, which users could

accept or reject. For large batch uploads, this could eliminate the large amount of work

required to manually search through photos and toggle settings.
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Finally, we have identified rules that represent the intersection of user practices, photo

content, and aesthetics. Photographers often take multiple shots of a scene or an event;

with increased use of photography apps and editing software, users are now creating

multiple versions of their images before deciding to share, applying transformations and

filters which they hope will make the photo more engaging [11]. Auto-uploading all of

these versions means that sharing decisions can quickly multiply. We imagine a scenario

where an algorithm could potentially sift through a set of photos with similar content from

a user and make suggestions about which to share by incorporating aesthetic judgments.

5.7.2 Theoretical implications

The combined model described here for predicting photo permissions illustrates one way

that boundary regulation processes [6, 9, 122, 128] might play out in practice for photo-

sharing decisions. We identified user-level and content-level features which motivated

both access-limiting and access-extending sharing strategies; our model essentially pitted

these against each other, allowing the stronger motivation to guide decisions. It would be

interesting to apply a similar approach to other types of content, including text, to see if

sharing decisions in other platforms could similarly be modeled.

Flickr is far from a typical social media system; in contrast with text communication,

photos must be captured, kept, uploaded, and shared before they are attended to by

others. In this way, sharing photos is more like planning an exhibition (as described in

Hogan [62]) than an improvised performance (as described in Go↵man [53]). Studying

photo-sharing in Flickr provides a useful comparison with the extensive existing work on

sharing in more traditional systems, such as Facebook, which mix these types of social

performances. We observe that even in the context of these structured exhibitions, many

users still manage access controls using broad strokes rather than fine-grained strategies.

The specific features used in our models draw on findings from several di↵erent areas

related to sharing, privacy, and social networking. Our models of user practices around
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permissions settings, for instance, distill findings from several small-scale, mostly qualita-

tive studies [100, 112, 143] into specific, quantifiable metrics and demonstrates that these

can be used to e↵ectively predict di↵erences in sharing behaviors.

5.7.3 Future work

While there are many directions we would like to take this work, there are two which clearly

emerge from our findings. First, for users who adopt default practices, we expressed some

uncertainty about the extent to which these practices are intentional. We observed some

specific cases from the users that we surveyed in which their actual practices di↵ered

from their stated preferences. In future work, we would like to see how users engage with

interfaces summarizing their sharing patterns, and perhaps comparing them to predicted

sharing patterns aggregated over similar users.

The second area we would like to explore concerns secondary means of selectively sharing

content. At least in the case of Flickr, interest groups can provide a secondary means of

sharing photos with a wider audience without making it completely public. Another similar

mechanism is share links, used in systems such as Google Docs as well as Flickr, to provide

specific individuals access to content. Fully understanding selective sharing practices will

involve studying the full ecosystem of options for providing access to content.

Before concluding, we also note that the models used to compute the tags and aesthetics

scores for images were both trained on datasets of public photos. Taken together, this

means that every component in the model we present below has been developed without

human labeling of privately or selectively shared photos. This points to a promising

future of using automated assessment methods in related tasks for analyzing content and

behavior in other social platforms.
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5.8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed behavior around photo sharing from three perspectives:

user practices, photo content, and image aesthetics. We found that many users share

most of their photos using a single permission setting, and that we can identify these

users from aspects of their site behavior. We uncovered particular aspects of photos

which correspond with the use of permission settings. We have observed that photo

aesthetics measurably influences access control decisions. We have used these findings to

generate a model which can produce high-accuracy predictions for particular subsets of

users and photos.

This chapter has presented a detailed investigation into photo-sharing, a key aspect of

online social participation. We believe that these findings can directly inform the design

of systems which can make photo-sharing a safer and more satisfying experience. We are

intrigued to see how the findings here might generalize to the sharing of other types of

content. In the next chapter, we consider some ways that the findings in this work can be

integrated into the larger goals of this dissertation, helping us to understand and better

support selective sharing in social platforms.
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Chapter 6

Contributions and Conclusion

This dissertation has provided a detailed look at selective sharing practices within a

variety of online social platforms – Tumblr, Google+, and Flickr – using an approach that

pairs self-reports with usage logs to provide a rich understanding of the motivations and

practices of platform members. In this work, we have adopted a perspective based on

functional a↵ordances, framing selective sharing as a set of “possibilities for goal-oriented

action” enabled by technical mechanisms available in a particular social platform.

The research studies addressed the role of user goals, or motivations, at two levels. Our

study of Tumblr illustrated relationships between specific motivations for platform par-

ticipation and adoption of selective sharing practices. Our study of Google+ identified

reasons for sharing specific pieces of content, illustrating the role that user goals play in

individual sharing decisions. This study also identified specific considerations which guide

individuals to limit or extend access to shared content, providing a glimpse into boundary

regulation processes as they are enacted for individual self-disclosure decisions.

Our study of photo-sharing on Flickr illustrated how member-level and content-level fea-

tures interact to shape individual sharing decisions. This study operationalized these

features, incorporating them into a combined model which captures the interplay between
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access-limting and access-extending considerations for individual photos shared by plat-

form members. This model supports one of the goals of this dissertation, which was to

point the way forward for systems which can provide support for sharing decisions in a

manner that adapts to the needs and considerations of specific users.

In pursuing this goal, this work makes several specific theoretical and practical contribu-

tions, summarized below along with some potential opportunities for future research.

6.1 Theoretical Contributions

In this work, we have uncovered several insights which we believe extend the current

theoretical understanding of identity presentation and boundary regulation processes in

online social platforms.

Framing selective sharing as a functional a↵ordance. This work has been the

first to frame selective sharing in online social platforms as a functional a↵ordance, or

a set of ‘possibilities for goal-oriented action’ [106]. This viewpoint was motivated by

observations from prior work that many platform members fail to use selective sharing

mechanisms despite awareness of their availability and stated concerns about privacy.

This dissertation has illustrated how understanding user motivations can help identify

which users engage in selective sharing and how.

Chapter 3 specifically illustrates how members’ motivations for participating on Tumblr

predict their adoption of several specific practices identified in prior work [148], including

‘regulation by site’, creation of multiple profiles, and ‘regulation by linkage’. This study

found, for instance, that individuals who are motivated to blog in order to support others

are more likely to create multiple profiles, but also more likely to link their identity across

these profiles, illustrating how multiple profiles can serve instrumental purposes aside from

segmenting identity.
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Chapter 5 operationalizes these findings, illustrating how we can use activity measures

mined from site logs to identify user groups with di↵erent high-level practices around

photo-sharing on Flickr. This study integrates these measures into models for predicting

sharing behavior, both at a high level and for individual photo-sharing decisions.

Selective self-presentation via multiple profile maintenance. This work is one of

the first to look specifically at multiple profile maintenance (MPM) as a practice for selec-

tive self-presentation. Chapter 3 used exploratory factor analysis to identify four common

motivations for multiple profile maintenance in Tumblr. Some of these motivations, such

as separating content and navigating social norms, correspond to motives identified in

prior study of MPM in social networking sites [148].

This study also uncovered two novel motivations for MPM not previously discussed in the

literature. Some Tumblr members reported using secondary blogs specifically to coordinate

backstage actions, allowing for instrumental uses of blogs, such as entering contests, in

a way that did not disrupt one’s primary identity performance. Others reported creating

multiple blogs in order to maintain di↵erent aesthetic styles, highlighting the increasing

prevalence of visual and multimedia content in shaping identity performances. Other

popular platforms which currently support multiple profiles, such as Twitter and Instagram,

also encourage the sharing of multimedia content, and it would be interesting to explore

how these findings might extend to these other platforms.

Identity presentation through curation. Re-sharing content is a complex action with

many possible meanings, including showing approval, boosting visibility, or archiving for

personal re-use. This work has identified ways in which multiple profile maintenance can

serve as a mechanism for disentangling these meanings. Specifically, Chapter 3 illustrates

how secondary blogs allow Tumblr members to separate functions of reblogging from those

which might a↵ect their performance of identity on the site. Reblogging is just one example

of a larger class of re-sharing activities, including ‘shares’ on Facebook and ‘retweets’ on
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Twitter; this work illustrates how re-sharing enables a type of identity performance which

is enacted through others’ content: an exhibition of ‘found art’.

Mental models of audience composition. This work adds to our understanding of

how individuals conceptualize the composition of their audience for potential disclosures

– their ‘imagined audience’ [99, 109]. Findings from Chapter 4 on the use of Circles

in Google+ confirm the literature showing that individuals perceive divisions along the

lines of tie strength, life facets, and interest groups. We observed that the heuristics

that Google+ members used for grouping di↵ered in some ways from prior simulated

studies of friend grouping [71], highlighting how these groupings may evolve as a result

of longitudinal engagement with the platform.

Reasons for sharing content. This work confirms findings from prior work on the types

of content shared in status updates (e.g. [67, 63, 114]), but does so in a non-broadcast

medium (Google+, as opposed to Twitter) and uses self-reported motivations (in contrast

with receiver perceptions). Chapter 4 similarly finds that the majority of content shared on

Google+ corresponds to self-expression and information-sharing. This study also identifies

the less frequent, but common, motivations of participating in discourse, and evangelism

on the part of others. While evangelism as a motivation may be a by-product of the

engaged, early adopter population that we studied, these findings echo those from Chapter

3 indicating that many bloggers on Tumblr are motivated by a desire to support others,

including promoting their content. This emerging motivation may be a by-product of the

increasing presence of re-sharing functionalities (discussed above), which allow users to

easily replicate and promote others’ content.

Boundary regulation processes in practice. Consistent with prior theoretical work on

boundary regulation processes [6, 122, 128], this work illustrates how audience selection

for shared content can be framed as a dynamic interaction between motivations to limit
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and to extend access. The considerations for audience selection observed in Chapter 4 are

illustrative of Arkin’s ‘acquisitive’ and ‘protective’ self-presentation styles [9], with users

balancing a desire for wide distribution of their content against specific reasons for limiting

access (privacy, relevance to others, and social norms). Chapter 5 developed quantifiable

metrics corresponding to access-limiting and access-extending motivations and integrated

these into a combined model which encapsulates the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ involved in setting

access boundaries for individual pieces of content. An interesting area of future work would

be to examine how we could model changes in a user’s boundary regulation processes over

time, perhaps identifying periods of ‘boundary turbulence’ [128] which lead to changes in

privacy preferences and rules.

The role of aesthetics in self-presentation. This work has identified two ways in

which aesthetics a↵ects self-presentation styles. Chapter 5 shows that higher aesthetics

of specific pieces of content can serve as a motivation to extend access, at least in the

case of user-contributed photos. Chapter 3 identified the desire to craft an aesthetic

collection or style as both a motivation for participation on Tumblr and as a motivation

for creating multiple profiles. Aesthetics represents an interesting component of self-

presentation concerns, as it is almost entirely separate from the concerns about privacy

or the content of self-disclosure around which discussion of online boundary regulation

processes are often framed. As the content that we share increasingly contains multimedia

content (e.g. photos on Instagram, videos on Facebook), modeling the role of aesthetics

in self-presentation and disclosure considerations will become increasingly important.

6.2 Practical Contributions

This dissertation also o↵ers several practical contributions which may be of future use to

researchers and system designers.
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Survey scales for measuring participation motivations. Our study of Tumblr in

Chapter 3 used a two-stage approach to identify and group items related to common

motivations for participation. This work has demonstrated the utility of these measured

motivations in predicting important aspects of on-site behavior, including but not limited

to selective sharing practices. In the Appendix, we provide these scales, which include

specific items for measuring the following motivations: participating in a shared-interest

community, supporting others, having a place for specific content, revisiting and remi-

niscing, cultivating an aesthetic collection, and seeking attention. Future work can apply

these scales in studies of motivation for participation in other social and content-sharing

platforms, perhaps examining their utility in predicting other types of site behavior, aside

from sharing.

Survey scales for measuring motivations for MPM. Our study in Chapter 3 also

identified motivations for multiple profile maintenance (MPM) and developed survey items

for measuring these. Tumblr is just one platform supporting multiple profiles – popular

platforms such as Twitter and Instagram do so, as well. These scales may be of use to

researchers hoping to unpack the factors which lead users to invest the e↵ort required to

create and maintain multiple profiles. In the Appendix, we provide these scales, which

include specific items for measuring the following motivations: separating content, co-

ordinating backstage actions, maintaining distinct aesthetic styles, and managing social

norms. Again, we are eager to see these applied in future study of Tumblr and other social

content-sharing platforms.

Member-level features characterizing activity in content-sharing sites. In Chap-

ter 5, we synthesized findings from several qualitative studies of content-sharing sites to

develop a set of 25 metrics capturing a wide range of member contribution and activity

on Flickr, covering technical tools, social participation, and interaction with other users.

These features informed a highly accurate model for distinguishing users on the basis
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of patterns of permissions setting usage. As participation in content-sharing sites grow,

the set of features identified may be useful in modeling other aspects of use, aside from

sharing practices.

Models of behavioral defaults in sharing decisions. Chapter 5 found that behavioral

defaults were prevalent on Flickr; many members share almost all of their photos with a

single setting. The member-level features described above were used to generate models

predicting which Flickr members expressed behavioral defaults with respect to each setting

(Public, Private, or Selective). These models achieved high accuracy, as measured by

the area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC), which exceeded 0.85 for modeling

each permission setting, without using any information about prior permissions usage as

predictive features. We have illustrated how such models may help identify users whose

actual use of sharing controls may di↵er from their perceived use, a phenomenon observed

in this study and others of social platforms (e.g. [98, 103]).

Features capturing access-limiting / access-extending considerations. Chapter

5 identified specific features which predicted whether photos would be shared more or less

widely on Flickr. These features captured aspects of content which appeared in photos,

identified using computer vision techniques, and a feature capturing photo aesthetics.

This collection of features may be of use to system designers and researchers interested

in self-presentation processes on platforms for sharing multimedia content.

A model of sharing decisions. The model of sharing decisions presented in Chapter

5 synthesizes findings from throughout this work. This model captures both individual

user di↵erences and the access-limiting and access-extending considerations which arise

from the sharing of particular content. As illustrated in Chapter 5, such a model can take

photos from certain users – such as those who receive more views on average (a marker of

quality) and have more contacts marked as family (a marker of usage motivations – and
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predict that they will be shared privately if they capture text or a screenshot (indicating,

perhaps, an archival use for photos separate from one’s intended identity performance).

While the specific model presented here captures the use cases and expectations of the

Flickr community, the approach can be easily replicated with di↵erent platforms and

di↵erent user populations. Prior work has illustrated di↵erences across cultures in terms of

the specific content features relevant to their notions of privacy [158]. Training these types

of models separately on di↵erent groups could provide a means of quantifying di↵erences

in cultural values around privacy and identity management.

Adapting sharing support to member motivations and use case. A goal of this

thesis was to understand how to better support users in engaging in selective sharing; a

key insight was that underlying user di↵erences in use cases for sharing and motivations

for contribution may lead to di↵erent patterns of adoption of available mechanisms. In the

specific case of Flickr, some users may just use it as a personal archive, choosing to keep

all their photos private. Some may use it as a public marketplace, uploading only photos

that they want to distribute widely. For these types of users, the model we presented can

provide minimal support, perhaps in the form of a privacy check that confirms that users

are sharing with the desired settings. For users with more complex needs, this model can

provide more detailed sharing recommendations for particular photos, encouraging users

to extend access for a beautiful architectural photo or to limit access for photos of one’s

children. By adapting sharing support to di↵erent types of users, we can avoid situations

such as those in which the same access control mechanisms are viewed as both too coarse

and too fine by users [41]. This design pattern of adaptive support could be applied in

various social platforms for sharing many types of content, including text, images, and

video.
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6.3 Concluding Remarks

Use of online social platforms is on the rise, with no clear signs or reasons for a slowdown.

Increasingly our online activities are being consolidated into venues where we are asked to

use our ‘real’ identities to communicate with vast audiences. Facebook, for instance, had

approximately 1.1 billion members logging on every day as of June 2016, with 84.5% of

these from outside the U.S. and Canada [44]. Over the last few years, the literature on

identity presentation and boundary management has identified many challenges associated

with being yourself online. As these platforms continue to grow, these challenges will only

intensify with respect to the number of people who are facing them, the amount of content

they are sharing, and the diversity of people in their audiences.

This dissertation has examined the factors which influence members of platforms to en-

gage in selective sharing. This work has framed selective sharing practices as a set of

“possibilities for goal-oriented action” enabled by technical mechanisms designed into the

systems, such as multiple profiles or friend lists. Studies across multiple social platforms

have illustrated how motivations for platform participation and consideration of content

features shape the use of these mechanisms. Models of photo-sharing behavior on Flickr

have demonstrated that these factors can be operationalized and integrated into systems

to support sharing decisions for individual pieces of content. This work points to a future

in which systems can model the motivations and use cases which drive participation in

order to deliver an appropriate level of sharing support. I believe that this approach holds

great promise in helping users scale up the benefits of this growing participation in social

platforms in a safe and e↵ective way.
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Appendix A

Tumblr Motivation Scales

A.1 Motivations for Participation

Our study of Tumblr used exploratory factor analysis to explore motivations for participa-

tion. 23 items were mapped to six latent factors, corresponding to common motivations

for Tumblr participation. Item statistics and loadings are presented on the following two

pages in Tables A.1 and A.2; item loadings with an absolute value of 0.500 or higher are

highlighted in bold.
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A.2 Motivations for Multiple Profile Maintenance

A second exploratory factor analysis mapped 14 survey items to four latent factors repre-

senting common motivations for maintaining multiple profiles in Tumblr. Item statistics

and loadings are presented in Table A.3 on the following page; item loadings with an

absolute value of 0.500 or higher are highlighted in bold, as before.
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